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SERPENTINE GARDEN 
~ . - . . . . ' '; . $4 
'Angel' leaves Xqvier scholarship funds 
BY CHAD ENGELLAND 
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher 
What began with a phone call to 
a campus dispatcher ended with a 
$4 million bequest to Xavier. 
. Emma Martin, who :made her 
fortune inthestock market, left $4 
million toX~vierUriiversity and$4 
millfon to St. Xavier High School 
when she died on Dec. 4 last year. 
She was 93 years old". . · 
Xa~ier will use the money to cre-
ate a scholarship. fund, named in. 
honor of both Emma and her de~ 
ceased Jmsband, Carl. 
·A HELPFUL DISPATCHER Benefactor Emma Martin 
· lion, she was able to forego personal 
benefits," he said. 
"I want to· help boys and girls 
make something of their lives. I 
could put my money in a lot of other 
places, but I feel it's in the best of 
hands.at Xavier,'' Martin told him. 
Her gift is the single largest gift 
directed to educational scholarships 
in the history of Xavier. 
"You can't get anywhere with-
. out an education these days,'' she 
said. "When I was growing up, you 
didn't need an education .. You 
could quit a job in the morning and 
have another one in the afternoon. 
Thanksgiving morning of 1996, A SHREWD INVESTOR You can't do that today. You need 
Martin called campus dispatcher Martin made her nest egg giv- a good education." 
Edna Vogelgesa·ng and asked to ing toe-dancing, ballet and piano A LOVER OF THE ARTS 
speak to the university president. lessons to children in the neighbor- A great lover- of music and 
. "She called in and had a tone in hood for $1 a lesson. An initial in- dance, Martin's image graced the 
her voice of urgency and said she vestment of $30,000 turned into $8 society pages of local papers for 
wanted to leave some money to St. million over 70 years of investing many years. 
Xavier High School and Xavier in the stock market. · She kept- a· scrapbook full of 
University," said Vogelgesang. " In 1928. she received $100 as newspaper clippings and letters, 
"I handled her ·call and tried to Woman Investor of the year in Cin- detailing her activities selling sym-
locate the prop.er people for her to cinnati. Over the years, her biggest phony subscriptions and raising 
talk· to;" Vogelgesang first· called investments were Thermos Bottle funds for multiple sclerosis research 
..... the'p_i:esiden!? R~y.J~m~~ Hoff,S.J.,,. (now Household foternational) and .among·oth,er projects. 
:;;:: Jiuthe ,wasj>ut ofJown·:: Then. she . llr~sfol.Myers; ....... · :-· . .· .. · . . . $he attended the old Conserva-
·. : :;;~H~ci?Joiiri•':K~~·i~·;-:1afu'inKtf~ti~e •·. "My father hated the stock mar~ tory of Music and. played piano 
. . . . . · ·.vice president ·. -> . . . ... ·. . ket. He believed in real estate. l until age 87. She atso wrote poetry 
·: . · · · · NEWSWIRE Ptt.crro'ev-~iLnERRY · .;,I ·th .. ·o· .. u.gh't 1·-t· w' as' .. 'g· ~e.at· th. e· d1· s. · ·. neve. r wo· uld. · h·. a' ve !tl·ade any·. money· thro.ughout her 1_1· "e. 
Workers construct a wall for the nc;!w~sculpt,ure garden behind.. . .. : · ... ·.. . . . . · . . .• : '' 
·. the library. Dedication of the first statue is .slated for late .. · pa~cher ~~Bed me u1 the first ~lace.. ifl had listened to him," Martin had Though Martin had no official 
November'. · · · . said Kuc1a. He called Martm and said to Fred' Sansone, director of ties to Xavier, she believed in the 
- · • talk.ed with her. "She kept wanting Xavier's office of gift and estate university's mission. "She was 
M. · . a. .·~·- .~o. r ~.a ... 11. .: s· ..·p.· ..o· ~. .· ·... ~.. .···. to confirm with nie that she was'for planning~ San.sane visited ~er from ·Catholic arid very much interested U J.. .l~ I.· ~ real," he said. time to time. at her retirement cen- ·in the ethics and morals we talk 
Kucia. spoke with her. for 30. to ter. about on campus,'' Sansone said. 
BY MATT BARBER . Gruber was named Player of the ·· 40 minutes and, then telephoned .According to Sansone, when she ''.This is something she and her 
Sports Editor Week for her five goals in those two Hoff out of town. Hoff then called was ill, she needed a special bed·and husband thought about for many 
Midnight Madness bega~ the wins. Martin and scheduled an appoint- c~air, but refused them because she years,'' he said. 
practice season for the basketball · The men's soccer team suffered ment to nieet with her. wanted all of her money to go to- "I think of Emma Martin as an 
teanis arid brought out some crazy, its first loss of the season in'.corifer-' · "Part of the reason we have the .ward scholarships. "Even when she angel. She's the kind of donor you 
screaming fans last Friday night ence pfay on Sunday at.the hands Emma Martin gift is because 'of the .. was sick and had an excess $8 mil- can't predict," said Graham. 
Crazy, screaming Xavierfans have. · of Rhode Island. XU did beat heads-up response of the dis-
had plenty of reasons to be excited UMaSS on Friday, though, and has '· . patcher," said Rev. Michael Gra-
this fall as the Muske- · · - gone 7-3 in its last 10 ham, S.J., vice president for Uili-
teers have been racking matches. Xavier's 6-1- versity Relations.. . 
up wins in a lot of sports 0 record in the A"lO puts "She had a torie of frustration 
other than basketball. them in a-tie for first with that if I'd have waited tiHMoriday 
The volleyball team Dayton, who XU defeated ... it( the gift) probably wouldl1 't 
'won both of its matches earlier in the season. have been given to us," said 
against Rhode Island . The men's swim Vogelgesang. 
and Massachusetts this past week- tea.µ won its opening meet by edg- · "If the ball was dropped with the 
end, extending its current winning . irig out IUPUI 58-28 on Saturday, first contact, the opportunity 
streak to seven and bringing the and the riDe team came in a cldse wouldn't have carried on to the sec-
season record to 11-7. XU is pres- second in a field of nationally- . ond contact,'' said Kucia. 
- ently tied for second in the Atlantic ranked teams, finishing just 15 Vogelgesang, who works as an 
·10 with an 8~2 record, just one points behind Jackson State with a elementary education teacher in 
match behind Temple. score of 6,090. addition to her 30 hours a week as 
The women's soccer team de- For complete. coverage,· see: 
feated UMass and Rhode Island this >-Men's sqc~er, Page 8 · · 
past weekend as well, bringing its >Swim teiim, Page 8 . · 
overall record ·to 7~5-2 and placing >-Rifle team, Pages 8, 10 
itthird in theA-lOwith a5~1clcon- >-Women's soccer, Page 9 
ference mark. Sophomore Arinette . >-Women's volleyball, Page 10 
· © 1998 The Xavier Ne~swire 
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·NEWS: 
Local sculptor'cr_eates 
'Dance ofTears' 
. a campus dispatcher; has been with 
Xavier five years. 
"If we do our jobs with respect · 
forother people ... then nothing but 
good can ·come of it," ·said 
Vogelgesang. · 
OP-ED:· 
New Senate elections 
·demanded 
Election void 
President's veto unconstitutional 
Four freshman . 
· senators were 
sworn in Monday, 
but new problems 
regarding Student 
·Government Association's (SGA) 
resolution of the botched freshman 
Senate election have arisen. 
The SGA president had no' con-
stitutional authority to veto Senate.'s 
motions, because Senate has sole 
authority over its own elections. 
Article II, section 2, of the SGA 
Constitution reads, "The. majority 
of the Senate cur-
rently in office 
shall have final 
authority in ques-
tions about the re- · 
suits of elections for any of its mem-
bers."· 
. Therefore, the inital Senate reso-
1 ution voiding the election stands, 
because the veto was unconstitu-
tional. 
Senate will address the issue 
Monday. 
See SGA coverage, Pages 6~ 7 
SPORTS: DIVERSIONS: 
Rifle team previewed for ·.·Featuring the resurgence of 
· '.98-99 season · swing music 
. . 
Editor-in-Chief · (513) 745-3607 
··PAGE 4 PAGE 6 . PAGElO PAGE12 
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NE-WS. BllIEF.S 
>News Room: 745-3122 >E-mail:· NEws@xavier.xu.edu 
Poet speaks 
On Thursday Michael Heller, author of four volumes of poetry, 
will speak in Dr. Norman Finkelstein 's senior seminar class as part 
of the Ryan Writer Series sponsored by th~ English department. 
The.class begins at 1 p.m: iri room 105 of Logan Hall. Following 
the class, a reception will be held at the Honors House at 4 p.m. At 
8 p.m. Heller will give a reading of his poetry in the Hinkle Hall 
faculty lounge. For more information, call Linda Loomis at 745- ' 
3821. 
_ Career: open house 
There will be a Stm;lent/ Alumni Career Networking Open House 
on Tuesday, Oct. 27 from 6-8 p.m. in the University Center Terrace 
Room. The event is co-sponsored by Xavier's Career Develop-
ment committee, the National Alumni Association and Senior Board .. 
Fifteen different careers will be represented including accounting, 
education, criminal justice, Jaw, occupational therapy and human 
services. For more information, call 745-3337., 
Corµn1unity action 
Xavier students and staff will be participating in' 
CommunityActibn Day this Saturday with local community mem-
bers in. a variety of service projects in the area. Voh.mteers must 
meet at the University Center at 9 a.m. ·Free T-shirts, breakfast and 
lunch will be provided. Shuttles will be used to transport groups to 
service sites. Any questions should be directed to Katie Keller at 
985-5961. 
Pumpkins for sal~ 
The Bellarmine youth group is having their annual pumpkin sale 
till Halloween. Pumpkins rriay be purchased behind the Bellarmine 
Parish Center Monday-Friday from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Saturday 
and Sunday from lOa.m. to 2.p.m. Pumpkins, may also;be,pur~. 
chased after the·7 p.m: mass on Sundays~. Prices are based on.size 
and range from $1-10. 
, Issues· foruin 
The'second meetiilg of the contemporary issues forum, "Chang-. 
ing Gender Roles in Today's Society, Part II - Women," will be 
held Monday,~Oct. 26from 3~4:45.p.m. in the Schott multipurpose 
room. Refreshments will be served. For more information, call 
745~3227. 
Buy a ~ate 
Xavier's annual Dating Auction will be held Thursday, Oct. 22 
at 8 p.m. in the University Center cafeteria. Those buying dates 
will be sent to the Montgomery Irin Boathouse immediately fol-
lowing the auction for a free dinner. All proceeds will go to charity. 
CORRECTION: The dates of the freshman Senate elections were 
Sept. 29, Sept. 30 and Oct. I.' The Senate convened its emergency 
meeting on Sept. 30. · 
Police Notes 
Tuesday, Oct. 13, 4:05-4:20 p.m. 
A men's 7-speed, 26-inch Schwinn black mountain bike was 
removed from .a bike rack on the side ofAlter Hall. The bike lock 
was cut and removed also. 
Tuesday, Oct. 13, 5:10 p.m. 
A JVC VCR and anAscentia laptop computer were stolen from 
the Regis room. The room was unlocked and unattended at the 
time of the theft. 
Police Note of the Week 
Wednesday, Oct.14, 1:35 a.m. 
A commuter student reported the theft of a Raleigh 18- · 
speed, 21-inch men's mountain bike anq Kryptonite bike lock. 
The bike was parked in frontof the University Center. The 
Jock was secured.to the.bike's front tire, but not to the bike 
rack. · 
CAMPUS ·NEWS· THE XAVIER NEWSWl'RE 
?arking ~estrictiOns 
.1nconven1ence students 
BY AMY lYWICKI 
Campus News Editor 
Student.s living in the city of 
Norwood may have· noticed the re-
cent placement of permanent signs 
on selected streets, prohibiting 
parking on specified days for the 
purpose of street cleaning. . 
Members of Norwood's city· 
council have been looking into the 
legality of.the sign postings, claim-
ing they have been "purposely 
placed in less-than-affluent areas." 
The signs appear in some in-
stances on both sides of the street, 
causing residents to park up to five 
blocks away on certain days of the . 
week. 
Senior. Meg Hoefle ·Jives on 
Cleneay Avenue, one of the streets 
. displaying the newly placed signs. 
"This whole situation is really 
frustrating," said Hoefle. "We don't 
have a driveway, therefore we are 
forced to park on the street, and now 
between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. on Mon-
days we are forced to find other 
places to park." 
According to Hoefle, during the 
street cleaning on Mondays they 
usually park at Rally's on the cot-
ner of Montgomery Road and 
Cleneay Avenue. · · 
"I don't. know where e.lse to go," : 
said.Hoefle .. "We either risk being 
towed for parking on private prop-
eity at Rally's or we pay the $20 
fines each week. There really ts no . 
p~ace for uqcrgo.'.'_ .. .; 
. · "One·of,the .main. reasoris we 
moved in this house was so we 
ccmld be within walking distance 
fromclimpussowe would n?t.hav~ 
to pay $90 a year to P.~f~·. !;{ow in- . 
"This has really 
gotten out of hand ... · 
where do they expect 
us· to move our .cars if 
we don't have 
driveways?" 
-Senior Jennifer Tuttle 
stead of $90, we are paying $20 a 
week. Something has got to 
change," said Hoefle~ . 
Senior Jennifer Tuttle also lives 
Affirmative. action addressed 
BY KELLY HIXSON MATTINGLY "I see no evidence for saying a race race their attitudes and facts have 
News ~riter .. .. .... s.hould recei~e treatment because of become distorted. 
The second lecture in the Eth- their history," said Stephan. . • · • · "We have Jet the lower black.· 
ics/Religion and Society series on · "We pay too much attention to class define. our idea of black 
race and justice took place Sunday, race and not enough to social class progress," said Abigail._ .. 
hos ti rig the. controversial Drs. and education,"said Abigail. "The poverty rate is 26 percent~ 
Abigail and Stephan Thernstrom. Stephan Thernstrom spoke on This isn't that much of a change 
The Harvard alumni spoke on racial classification and the idea of from recent history. It is the story 
the complex and ubiquitous topic, minority majority... ofblackdisintegratismoffamilies,'~ 
·. "Black Progress: Myth or Reality?". "The government makes us be- reported Abigail. 
They pulled much of their dis- lieve we are all of a different spe-· ''And school construction is not. 
cussion from their new book, cies. Religion has been regarded the answer," added Stephan. 
"America in Black and White." as a private issue. One has to won- "Black progress hasn't been a 
"We knew we were pushing der why we pry into personal· ra- : white handout It's. a progress by 
some· hot buttons with this book. cial issues,''. he said. . whites. and blacks togeth~r," said 
The pessimism of bur critics is due TheThernstroms also presented Abigail. 
to their misunderstanding;" said the audience witli many statistics re- . ;,I was very impressed by the 
Abigail, a political scientist . garding their current opinions on presentation, but their personal ex-
-Much controversy has evolved racial issues. They be.lieve racists periences would have been interest-
. due to the stand the Thernstrom 's rely too much on anecdotes and not ing," said senior Jenny I?eines: 
take on affirmative action. enough on fact. "I agree. I was expecting stron~ 
Dr. William Madges, director of "in a '1995 poll, whitesreported · ger arguments for solutions," said 
the E/RS program and theology they thought blacks made up 24 junior Kristie Marcelle. 
professor, explained why they were percent of the population. Blacks · The Thernstrom 's book is avail~ 
chosen for the lecture. thought they made tip 26 percent able fo the imiversity bookstore. 
"I recognized the fact that they of the population," said Stephan. "When we encounter people 
represented a partial perspective of "Blac.ks make up 12 percent of the · with different experiences and per-
. race, and we wanted a different· ' population, but the average belief spectives we can become aware. of 
point of view," said Madges. ··. is that there is. already a minority issues and problems with which we 
"Affirmative action is an um~ majority." were previously not familiar,".said 
brella term. I do not support racial Xavier is 12 percent black. Madges. 
preferences," said Abigail. "Racial "I believe we are enriched by the "Out of' this awareness might 
problems'of today are not the same ·different perspectives. we encoun- come the motivation to see society's 
as years past. We must recognize ·ter ~hen our faculty and student problems as my. problem and take · 
the difference," said Abigail. · bodie~ are diverse,'' said Madges. · action," he. said. 
Dr. Stephan Thernstrom added . · Thernstrom pointed out Ameri-
his thoughts on racial preference,. cans have become so interested in 
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Two design firms in the running 
BY MICHELLE MANASSAH 
News Writer 
Selecti.on of the architectural 
firm for the new University Center 
has yet to be finalized as phase two 
of the Cintas Center begins. 
According to Dr. Ron Slepitza, 
vice president for Student Develop-
ment, the committee creating the 
plans for the new University Cen-
ter has narrowed their decision to 
two architectural firms. These two 
firms are Opus Architectural and 
Engineering Firm from Minneapo-
lis and McGill Smith Punshon, a 
Cincinnati-based firm. 
The committee is receiving more 
details from both firms about the 
plans before making a decision. 
The final decision will be based on 
fulfilling needs and budget require-
ments, said Slepitza. He anticipates 
a decision before the end of the 
month. 
The president of the Student 
Government Association, Desiree 
D~rrionbreun, is the only student on 
the committee planning the project. 
"I am impressed with the 
thought all the companies put into 
their plans. These two have a bet-
ter feel of having the University 
Center as a center· of the .student 
body," said Demonbreun. 
"During their presentations, they 
[the two architectural companies] 
gave general ideas of what we 
would see, but they left it open," 
said Demonbreun. 
"They were ready to change. 
They are concerned about us as a 
university. One was concerned with 
student input," said Demonbreun. 
According to Slepitza, if all goes 
well, the University Center will be 
demolished after the opening of the 
- Cintas Center along with the relo-
cation of various student l>ervices 
currently in the University Center. 
"In May or June of 2000, the 
building should be demolished," 
Slepitza said. The construction 
should take 15-18 months. There-
fore, the University Center should 
be completed in the spring or fall 
of2001. 
With the relocation of certain 
student services, there will be tem-
porary disruptions. 
Main dining will be located in 
the Cintas Center. The theater must 
find other facilities either at a local 
high school or theater. 
According to Slepitza, these de-
tails are still to be negotiated. 
"There will b.e some temporary 
disruptions, but what you end up 
with is the real asset," said Slepitza. 
The new University Center will 
include retail food, a theater, a stu-
dent lounge, offices, retail outlets, 
computer labs, high-tech learning 
centers, cyber niches as well as 
many other services for students, 
said Slepitza. 
"When it's rebuilt, the Univer-
sity Center will be a place of inter-
action and study, a place to develop 
skills as a leader, interact with dif-
ferent cultures, to purchase books, 
and a place of new technol?gies." 
The new University Center will 
still contain the post office, but the 
idea of email will be expanded. 
"There will be kiosks for email 
in addition to the post office," said 
Slepitza. 
Slepitza noted the hard surfaces 
and austere areas of the current 
University Center, which was build 
in the '60s. 
According to Slepitza, the new 
building will contain a more logi-
cal flow to connect students while 
still offering privacy. 
"The University Center will be 
more of a treat for the entire stu-
dent body than the Cintas Center," 
said Demonbreun. "It will be one 
of the major prides of the school -
one of the major reasons to bring 
friends to Xavier. It will create a 
more communal sense of the stu-
dent body." 
Academic information 
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DON RALLEIGH 
MADNESS! 
In front of a full house, the 
Xavier men's and woman's 
basketball teams kicked off the 
practice season with Midnight 
Madness festivities at Schmidt · 
Fieldhouse last Friday. A live 
video feed was also shown in 
the Arm'ory . 
. Highlights·of Midnight· ·.-
Madness induded the· piiza 
tailgate party, cheerleader and 
dance team performances, 
student games and the men's 
and women's scrimmage. 
James Posey (pictured 
above) showed. a preview of 
what .is to coine for this season 
with his outstanding and 
acrobatic performance. 
An Equal 
Opportunity 
To. Become An 
Assistant Director 
In ·Motion Pictures 
Applications for the motion picture and . 
television industry's Assistant Directors 
Training Program are available now and 
will be accepted until the filing deadline 
of November 12, 1998. 
Applicants will be considered without 
regard to race, sex, color, religion, age , 
sexual orientation, marital status, veteran 
status, national origin, or disability. 
For program information, eligibility 
requirements, and application form write 
to The Directors .Guild - Producer Training 
Plan. 
··~·········~······················· • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Directors Guild - Producer Training Plan 
Dept. 2 
15260 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 1200-A, Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
Please send information and application form 
for the Assistant Directors Training Program. 
• 
• .. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
demic Forum on Monday, Oct. 26 
from J :30-2:30 p.m. in either the 
theater in the University Center or 
Kelley Auditorium in Alter. 
PAYMENT PROCEDURES 
GE Capital JOB FAIR 
RFS-Cincinnati 
We're looking for Collections and Customer Service Representatives! 
The event 
Your opportunity 
What we offer 
Where: GE Capital Retailer Fmancial Services, 4605 Duke Drive, Mason 
When: October 24, 1998 · 
Time: 9am-2pm 
• Facility tours, prizes, refreshments, and much more. 
• Pre-employment assessments will be held on-the-spot at the job fair. These assessments will 
take four hours, and they will provide you the opportunity to get a jump-start on a great 
new career at GE Capital Retailer Fin;mcial services! 
• Call (513) 573-3202 today to learn more about this excellent opportunity or to schedule a 
pre-employment assessment. ' 
• Full-time Customer service Representatives 
• Full- and part-time Collections Representatives 
• A JUGHLY COMPET1'.11VE STARTING SALARY, among the best in our industry 
• AN EXCELLENT COMPREHENSIVE BENEFTTS PACKAGE that is available ymtr first day 
of employment. It includes excellent medical, dental, and life insurance; a savings package 
401 (k); tuition reimbursement; a pension plan; and paid holidays. 
• Flexible schedules, can include day, evening, and weekend shifts 
• Bonlises for various shifts and positions 
· • Additional compensation possibilities for those fluent in both English and Spanish 
• Business casual dress environment 
• Paid traiiting 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
.Wifbring good thingstq life . .. 
. ... . . . . . . . 
,e i•'t r 
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Local artist expresses healing potential 
LORAINE CROUCH 
News Feature Editor 
By combining her love of hu-
manity with her talent and passion 
for art, reconciliation artist Barbara 
Widmeyer Trauth is leaving an in-
delible mark on Xavier's campus. 
Her sculpture "Dance of Tears" 
will be unveiled in late November 
with the opening of the courtyard 
behind McDonald Library. 
This memorial to women who 
have struggled with, or are strug-
gling with, the issue of abortion in 
their lives is meant to focus on heal-
ing and reconciliation. The sculp-
ture consists of three life-size femi-
nine spirits whose bodies are made 
of tears. 
"The three figures are three 
feminine spirits representing body, 
mind and soul," Trauth said, "the 
areas affected by the decision (to 
abort). It engulfs the whole being 
of the woman." 
The tears that make up each 
spirit flow down into a chi-rho 
symbol at the base. This ancient 
Christian symbol is formed by the 
first two letters of the Greek word 
for Christ. 
From the symbol, which re-
sembles a transposed letter 'p' and 
'x,' water will bubble up from a 
small fountain to symbolize the 
healing and reconciliation found in 
Christ. 
"My theory is in your deepest 
sorrow, Christ is with you," said 
Trauth. 
Each bronze figure is reaching 
up to heaven; the mind with an arm 
crossing her forehead, the body 
with an arm crossing her torso and 
the soul kneeling with one arm out-
stretched. A-whirling circle shad-
ows each stomach, representing 
loss. 
Trauth approached Xavier with 
the idea of the sculpture as a gift to 
the university last. year. Plans for 
the courtyard were approved last 
winter and Trauth set to work. 
A group of donors dedicated to 
the pro-life cause, including one 
Xavier alumna, joined together to 
pay for the materials needed for the 
project. Trauth emphasized the 
university's interest in the "healing 
potential" of a memorial like tpis. 
"It's so amazing to me that 
Xavier has been so responsive and 
so sensitive in just wanting to make . 
this a beautiful garden," she said. 
Trauth, who went through many 
preparations and models before tak-
ing on the life-size sculpture, also 
did several different styles before 
she came up with the one the Xavier 
community will see. 
She started small with eight-inch 
figures and worked her way up to 
three-foot models before the final 
product began to take form. "It was 
really like I was being led," Trauth 
said. 
Her inspiration for the project 
began in 1974, with her first sculp-
ture dealing with human suffering. 
The sculpture, which now resides 
in the Mater Ecclesia Monastery, 
depicts a mother and her two chil-
dren starving in the Ethiopian fam-
ine. . . 
After this piece, she went on to 
produce scu\ptures dealing with 
genocide in the Holocaust, the 
Bosnian War, Somalia and Rwanda. 
Trauth 's sculpture has become a 
medium through which she can ex-
press. her own sorrow and concern 
for humanity. By working in this 
realm, Trauth claims her title of rec-
onciliation artist. 
. "It's something .that-I .see that. 
moves me and inspires me and 
hopefully will tweak someone 
else's conscience also," said Trauth. 
Being involved with the volun-
teers at Problem Pregnancy Center 
East motivated Trauth to create a 
sculpture that dealt with abortion. 
"The (volunteers) are so devoted 
to all the women who come to them 
and I wanted to do my little bit," 
she said. Trauth went on to describe 
the anguish and chaos that plagues 
women who are dealing with prob-
!em pregnancies and her own need 
to express their sorrow. 
As she worked on the piece, she 
began to feel these spiritswere glo-
rifying God. This was perplexing 
to her. until she talked with Sister 
Columb, O.P., at Mater Ecclesia 
Monastery, who explained that the 
women these spirits represent could 
only find spiritual and emotional 
healing by being in touch with their 
feelings. 
"For women who are in exile 
from their feelings or their families, 
this whole thing could cause a rec-
onciliation," said Trauth. 
·While many people will see this 
particular piece of work displayed 
in the courtyard, most of Trauth 's 
work is found in houses of her fam-
ily and friends, including a large 
collection in her own home. 
Much of her work consists of 
paintings rather than sculpture. She 
feels compelled to sculpt certain 
images, but enjoys the lesser physi-
cal demands of painting and the 
generally happier mood of her can-
vasses. 
· .. Trauth began her Jong Jove af-
fair with art in kindergarten when 
her teacher noticed her talent right 
away. From that day on, she began 
taking classes on Saturdays at the 
Cincinnati Att Museum. 
She graduated in 1969 from 
Edgecliff College, a woman's 
school later absorbed into Xavier, 
with a degree in fine art concentrat-
ing in sculpture. --
--· Before ... that, she had gone tC? 
nursing school and· considered a 
career as a social worker but even-
tually decided to major in art and 
develop her gift. 
"I Jove nursing," she said. "I · 
love working with people, but I felt 
I would be denying a talent." 
After marrying a Xavier gradu-
ate, Trauth studied at the Cincinnati 
Art Academy for 16 years while 
raising her five children. 
During this time she was also a 
freelance fashion illustrator for the 
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Reconciliation artist Barbara Widmeyer Trauth poses with a small 
clay model of her sculpture "Dance of Tears:' 
·. CincinnatiEnquirer. 
Since then she has had a few 
shows but mainly paints for her own 
personal expression and enjoyment. 
She admits having some difficulty 
letting go of her paintings, most of 
which are personal pictures of fam-
ily or familiar places. 
"They're backing up in my stu-
dfo, but I really don't like to sell 
them," said Trauth. 
Giving up her paintings is not 
easy because each one has a spe~ 
~ia1 nie~rii~~ t~ ~-;; ~~-~-;~he :~~~~;s 
looking at them. If she sells them 
or gives them away, she will most 
likely never see them again. 
Asfor the sculpture's permanent 
home at Xavier; Trauth sees the 
need for this particular piece to be 
observed and contemplated. 
"It's such a silent holocaust 
(abortion)," she said. "It needs to 
have something concrete you can 
touch." 
-CAMPUS PROFILE -
Xavier nightlife: on the road with the shuttle 
BY AMY SCHELL 
Contributing Writer 
For Shawn Palmer, Friday nights 
are filled with intoxicated students, 
reggae music, and a big white' van. 
As a Xavier shuttle driver, she has 
seen the best and worst of students 
as they take advantage of this free 
taxi service. 
The shuttle, which is financed by 
.he Student Government Associa-
tion and Campus Police, runs from 
5 p.m. to 2 a:m. weeknights and 5 
p.m. to 3 a.m. on weekends. It 
employs 12 to 14 regular drivers, 
1 1ost of whom are students. 
Palmer, who is not a student at 
Xavier, says the main reason she 
drives the shuttle is to gain some 
extra money to help put her two 
children through school. 
She also likes the the indepen-
dent work environment. "I'm my 
own boss. It's a more independent 
job," she said. 
This independence, however, is 
sometimes accompanied by less 
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Shuttle driver Shawn Palmer 
than desirable student behavior. 
One of the worst nights Palmer re-
calls was when several female stu-
dents tried to sneak beer onto the 
shuttle, and then one of them pro-
ceeded to get sick on board. 
She aimed for the window, but 
missed, and consequently both the 
inside and outside of the shuttle had 
to be cleaned, putting it out of ser-
vice for the better part of an hour. 
Incidents like these do not hap-
pen everday and a few little things 
get to Palmer even more. "Person-
ally," she says, "my biggest pet 
peeve. is when people try to play 
with the radio and buttons up here 
(on the dashboard)." 
Palmer stays calm and tries to 
maintain a positive attitude despite 
the stressful possibilities. She usu-
ally likes to listen to reggae - she 
brings her own tapes__:_ or she tunes 
to The Wiz, 100.9 FM. 
While navigating the mariy 
streets surrounding campus, 
Palmer has never gotten lost, but 
admits reading addresses on houses 
can be tricky at night. 
To be a shuttle driver, one has to 
have a good driving record and be 
able to handle large groups of stu-
dents, as well as a large vehicle. 
On a typical weekend night, 
anywhere from 130 to 17 5 students 
ride the shuttle. Palmer adlially 
enjoys driving on Friday nights be-
cause it is busier and the time flies. 
Although she starts to get tired af-
ter about four hours, she said she 
gets her second wind atthe end of 
her shift, as people start going 
home. 
Sometimes Palmer gets some 
unusual requests in her line of work. 
Once, someone asked to be taken 
downtown to go shopping. But, 
"the most unusual request came 
from someone getting picked up at 
the comer of ViCtory Parkway anq 
Dana Avenue. They wanted to go 
to the sports center," Palmer said. 
Palmer's biggest concern is 
when there are one or two intoxi-
cated female students walking 
along the street. "They are easy 
targets, more so than males," she 
said. 
"I think some of them should be 
more concerned about themselves 
in the late hours. You don't know 
what might happen," Palmer said. 
When dropping students off, she· 
usually waits to make sure they get 
safely in the house before leaving, 
since safety is one of the main rea-
sons Xavier provides the shuttle 
service in the first place. 
The university owns two.shuttles 
which run simultaneously when 
there are enough drivers. Right 
now, the small staff has meant a solo 
mission for most weekend drivers. 
In addition, with the shortage of 
drivers, Xavier police officers 
sometimes have to take on the 
shuttle scene. Officer Jeff Newman 
has filled in for a shift now and then. 
Although it is not his regular: 
position, Newman likes to drive,the 
shuttle. "It lets me interact with the 
students. ·I get to meet people on a·· 
more friendly level than if I'm writ-
ing them up for some type of viola-
tion." 
Palmer agrees that driving a 
Xavier shuttle can be a fun experi-
ence. "Overall, I do like driving:• 
she said. 
"Some days are more stressful 
than others. The students decide-the' 
-turnout of the work day," she said. 
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Irish party leaders 
receive Nobel Prize 
LONDON (AFP) - The 
Nobel Peace Prize awarded Friday 
to John Hume and David Trimble 
rewards Northern Ireland's his-
toric. agreement, but it is not the 
end of the tortuous road toward 
lasting peace in the province. 
Despite the prestige of the 
prize, and the international atten-
tion focused on their roles in 
reaching that accord, the main pro-
tagonists quickly warned that 
much work remained to be done. 
Hume, speaking. in his home 
city of Londonderry, said the prize 
was "a very powerful endorsement 
of the peace process and of peace 
on our streets." -
Trimble was in Denver, c·olo., 
seeking U.S. investment in North-
ern. Ireland when he heard the 
news.: 
"I very mu.ch hope this award 
does not turn-out to be premature 
because there is still work to oe 
done to secure peace in Northern 
Ireland properly, in a way_ that ev-
erybody can feel at ease," he said. 
"We know that while we have got 
-the makings of a peace, it is not 
wholly secure yet. I hope it.does 
not turn out to be premature." 
Although endorsed by a large 
majority in Northern Irel.and and 
the Republic of Ireland after nearly 
three decades of.bloody sectarian 
>Source: College Press Wire 
violence, the April 10 accord still 
faces a number of threats. .. 
It must overcome dissent 
among some Protestants, unhappy 
at what. they view as too many 
compromises with pro-united Ire-
land Catholic natfonalists. 
Chief among those is the inclu-
sion of Sinn Fein, the political 
wing of the Irish Republican Army 
(IRA), in the new power-sharing 
arrangements even though the IRA 
has not begun disarming. 
There is suspicion among many 
Protestants that the iRA, after 
nearly three decades of terror, 
wants to hold onto its weapons in 
case the process fails. The loyal-
ist paramilitaries are also keeping 
their. weapons. 
Hume and Trimble lead the 
province:s two biggest parties; 
Hume the mainly Catholic Social 
Democratic and Labour Party 
(SDLP) and Trimble the Protestant 
and pro-British Ulster Unionists 
(UUP). 
Negotiations for peace 
occur·in Middle East 
WYE MILLS, Md.(AFP) -
Middle East peace talks went into 
high gear Tuesday with partici-
pants reporting progress on key. 
issues; while American_ mediators 
cautioned. that "significant gaps" 
stand in the way of ending a new 
Israeli-Palestinian peace accord. 
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During the summit, President 
Clinton brought in Jordan's ailing 
King Hussein, who is battling can-
cer, to help urge Israeli and Pales-
tinian leaders to end 20 months of 
peacemaking deadlock. 
"We 're· past the atmospherics 
and down to hard bargaining," 
State Department spokesman 
James Rubin said from the sum-
mit site at the Wye River confer-
ence center in eastern Maryland. 
"A lot of the underbrush has 
been cleared away and it's now 
part of the end game - it's get-
ting more and more serious," he 
said. 
Israeli and Palestinian officials 
devised separate negotiations on 
the issues in the land-for-peace 
deal, while Clinton and King 
Hussein prepared to hold talks 
with Israeli Prime Minister Ben-
jamin Netanyahu and Palestinian 
leader Yasser Arafat. 
Over the· previous five days, 
Clinton already solidified Israel's 
pledge to add 13 percent of West 
Bank land now under its sole con-
trol to the 27 percent of the terri-
tory under full or partial Palestin-
ian rule, officials said. 
He also convinced Netanyahu 
to confirm his willingness tpwith-
draw completely from 14.percent 
of the territory now under shared 
control, officials said. 
On Tuesday, negotiators re-
ported significant progress in 
drafting an anti-terrorism agree-
ment which Israel insists on as a 
precondition for actually turning 
over more West Bank land. 
Microsoft company 
faces major cutbacks 
When the U.S. government 
once again took Microsoft to court 
last spring, many observers were 
overwhelmed. The software giant 
- perhaps the most broadly in-
fluential company in theworld -
- faced charges of misconduct in the 
Web browsing market place. 
Just five months later, the 
United States vs. Microsoft Corp. 
stands as the most important legal 
action of the Digital Age. By add-
ing expanded allegations and 
sketching broad legal arguments, 
regulators have signaled their in-
tent: to change fundamentally the 
company that has defined comput-
ing in the late 20th century, a com-
pany that could one day control the 
flow of information throughout 
much of society. ' 
The outc~me of the trial, which 
began Monday, may shape the 
coming millennium. 
The Justice Department, 19 
state attorneys general and the 
District of Columbia see 
Microsoft as a .tree so large that_ 
it's choking the life struggling 
around and beneath it. 
By trimming Microsoft back, 
they hope to encourage the expan-
sion of other companies, touching 
off a new spurt of technological 
innovation and economic expan-
sion. 
But few knowledgeable ob-
servers would deny that this trial 
will probably set the rules for gov-
ernment intervention in an enor-
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mously fluid market, and shape the 
role of high technology's most im-
portant company, Microsoft. 
Still, this or any antitrust trial 
is an exceptionally blunt instru-
ment 'with which to perfor-m sur-
gery on the high-tech marketplace. 
In other words, regardless of what 
the government truly intends, it's 
not at all clear that it can achieve 
its real-world goals. 
Paula Jone's case 
remains unresolved 
Chances for ending Paula 
Jones' sexual harassment case 
against President Clinton faded 
Saturday as Jones' lawyers read-
ied a new $2 million settlement 
offer and Jones prepared to take 
her case to a federal appeals court. 
Jones' attorneys were poised to 
present the plan to Clinton lawyer 
Robert Bennett, but no offer has 
been made, said a Jones legal 
spokeswoman. 
The plan would require Clinton 
to pay $1 million - higher than 
his standing offer of $700,000. 
The remaining $1 million would 
conie from New York City tycoon 
Abe Hirschfeld, who has mounted 
a quirky independent bid to end 
the case that spawned the Monica 
Lewinsky investigation. 
But the plan's chances faded 
amid continued fighting in the 
Jones camp. 
One source said the Clinton 
team feels paying that much would 
tacitly concede Jones' charge that 
he acted improperly in 1991; ask-
ing her for oral sex. 
Shu:t_tle Driuers Needed 
The Xavier Campus Police Department is currently 
accepting applications for the position of Xavier 
University Shuttle Driver. 
Qualified applicants· must be 21 years of age (or 
older), possess a valid driver's license and have a 
good driving record. 
Positions available are: 
* Friday nights 
* Saturday nights 
7 p.m.-3 a.m. 
6 p.m.-2 a.m. 
& 7 p.m.-3 a.m. 
The positions pay $9 per hour. 
If interested, please contact Chief Michael Co~ch 
at. 745-1000 . 
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Ballpark at Broadway 
Anyone who has been to a Reds' baseball game at Cinergy Field in the past 
few years would hot argue the 
fact Cincinnati badly needs a 
new ballpark. The question that 
has been delaying the construc-
tion of the stadium has not been 
funding, as in other cities, but 
rather location: Broadway 
Commons or the Riverfront? 
Voters will decide when they 
vote yes or no for Issue 11 on 
Nov.3. 
entire area more attractive. The 
same sort of thing is possible in 
Cincinnati. 
Secondly, the model of the 
proposed riverfront stadium 
released last week shows an 
ultra-sleek, modern Paul Brown 
Stadium on the west side of a 
park and museum complex 
bordered on the east side by a 
retro-style ballpark that looks 
like Wrigley Field displaced. 
These two clashing styles of 
architecture do not 
The Newswire 
endorses the 
Broadway Com-
mons site for a 
number of reasons. 
The first is develop-
ment. Placing a 
stadium on the edge 
of the Over-the-
Revitalizing 
two areas of 
Cincinnati 
would be twice 
as good for the 
city as revitaliz-
go well together at 
all, especially with 
the Crown right 
there as well. 
Crowds in a 
stadium at Broad-
way Commons 
would be able to see 
Mt. Adams bathed 
in the light of the 
setting summer sun 
during the early 
Rhine neighborhood 
will revitalize an zng one. 
otherwise economi- -----------
cally-stagnant area of Cincin-
nati. Businesses will be 
attracted, buildings will be 
renovated and jobs will be 
created in a neighborhood that 
badly needs them. 
In Cleveland, it was decide.d 
not to build the new ballpark on 
the Lake Erie shore, but rather to 
place it in an 'area full of old 
warehouses and parking lots. 
The stadium's presence resulted 
in the opening,of restaurants, 
shops and new parking lots. In 
addition, the main transportation 
arteries into the area were 
revitalized, streets were repaired 
and beautified, and buildings 
were renovated, m:iking the 
innings of an evening game, a 
sight more pleasing to the eyes 
than the muddy, polluted Ohio 
River flowing behind the right 
field bleachers. 
Ultimately, it will be the 
voters of Cincinnati who will 
decide this issue, but they. . 
should remember the Riverfront 
can be developed without a 
ballpark. Broadway Commons 
cannot. Revitalizing two areas 
of Cincinnati would be twice as 
good for the city as revitalizing 
one, and shouldn't the good of 
Cincinnati be our chief concern 
in this matter? 
-M.T.B. 
for The Newswire staff 
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New election demanded 
Current predicament threatens democracy, thwarts students 
F or an organization so obsessed ',\lith protocol, it is amazing Student Government Associa-
tion (SGA) failed to act in accor-
dance with its own constitution, cre-
ating a lamentable mess. SGA is 
ultimately responsible for the 
botched elections. Any attempt to 
shrug off the blame shows a dis-
graceful lack of accountability. The 
Board of Elections is a subordinate 
body to the Student Senate and Ex-
ecutive Branch, not an independent 
committee. 
Nor can blame be directed to-
ward the two candidates whose 
names were left off the ballot the 
first day of voting. If these candi-
dates failed to meet eligibility re-
quirements, their names should not 
have been added to the ballot for the 
second and third days of voting. 
If these candidates were left off 
the ballot through no fault of their 
own, then their names should have 
been included every day, and the 
first day of voting was unfair. 
Whether or not the candidates were 
to blame, SGA made the wrong 
choice. 
Senate passed resolution 99-38 
voiding the elections and calling for 
new ones. This was a legitimate 
resolution, but was unconstitution-
ally vetoed by President Desiree 
Demonbreun. 
Regardless of the events since 
Sept.:30, resolution 99-38.remains 
in effect. The fall elections have 
The only just' option 
-· the only action 
that doesn't make a 
complete mockery of 
the constitution and 
the student body - is 
to hold new elections. 
been voided, as they should have 
been. Therefore no freshman can-
didates have ·been legally elected. 
Nonetheless, Senate has gone ahead 
and sworn in the four top vote re-
cipients from an invalid election. 
How do we extricate ourselves 
from this mess? Senate could pass 
a constitutional amendment grant-
ing the SGA president veto power 
over Senate resolutions concerning 
. elections. Such an amendment, 
however, could not apply retroac-
tively to Demonbreun's unconstitu-
tional Oct. 2 veto. 
Or, Senate could pass .a resolu-
tion voiding resolution 99-38 and 
officially endorse the Sept. 29-0ct. · 
1 election results. Endorsing the 
blunders of the election would be 
irresponsible and unfair. 
·The only just option,___..: the only 
action that doesn ~t makea complete· 
mockery of the constitution and the 
student body.::.._ is to hold q~w elec-
tions. 
It doesn't make a difference if 
candidates' don't want new elec-
tions. ff would-be senators cannot 
endure the hardship of campaign-
ing, are they fit for the rigorous de-
mands of a Senate seat? It doesn't 
make a difference that four students 
have been sworn in as new fresh-
man senators. It is an embarrass-
ment, bl.it it is also a gross violation 
of the Constitution and the demo-
cratic process. 
In a letter to the editor last week, 
Senator Brendon Cull· said, "If you 
think the current executives did the 
wrong thing, run for their offices in 
February." It's not enough to say stu-
dents should wait until the next round 
of elections to correct this problem. 
If Senate does not uphold the elec-
tion process and our right to a fair 
and legal vote, how can we continue 
to trust a mismanaged system? 
This is a tremendous test of de-
mocracy. If Senate is committed to 
democracy - to its own rules and 
institutions - it will hold new elec-
tions .. People will be disappointed. 
Candidates will have to campaign 
again. But this is the work of de-
mocracy and the duty of our elected 
representatives. 
If Senate allows these gross vio-
. Iations to remain uncorrected, they 
sell us all short. 
, :...;..M.W.M~. 
for The Newswire staff. 
-LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
. ' . 
Demonbreun's veto unconstitutional. 
I t was with no small degree of alarm that I read about the prob-
lems surrounding the fall elections 
just conducted. As a former sena-
tor arid primary sponsor of both the 
current Association Constitution 
and the 1994 Elections Code, I be-
lieve that the manner in which the 
inconsistencies were dealt was 
mµre troubling than the inconsis-
tencies themselves. 
Two issues immediately spring to 
mind. First, there was a consitutional 
violation. Second, President Desiree 
Demonbreun has an odd perspective 
on the rule of law for a public office 
holder. Let me take up these two is-
sues separately. 
First, the constitutional issue. 
The Constitution provides Senate 
"shall have final authority in ques-
tions about the results of elections 
of any of its members" (Article II, 
Section 1, paragraph 2). The out-
comes of Senate elections are not 
subject to executive action by veto. 
Period. When the Senate acted the 
first time, passing a resolution to 
hold new elections, the matter was 
constitutionally settled. Acknowr: ' 
edging Demonbreun's veto by at-
tempting to override it does not 
change that fact. The seeond action, 
second veto, and second.override at-
tempt were. n:i.e>c;>t.. That .!h.t! d.ecision 
was not ·necessarily a good one is not 
important. The legisla'ture is free to 
determine its own membership in the 
context of the Constitution. If the 
Elections Code is found to be in con-
flict with the Constitution, the latter 
wins. Always. 
tyranny of the past), properly writ-
ten laws and rules provide for ev-
ery situation by includh1g structures 
within which to resolve them. 
Where discretion is needed, it is 
usually granted. Where limits are 
i111portant, they are usually im-
posed. Discretion in this case was 
granted to the Senate, not the Ex-
ecutive. Limits in this case were 
imposed on the Executive, not the 
Senate. The Senate of 1993-94 left 
behind well-written policies, pro-
viding for a strong Association Ex- . 
ecutive, but one balanced· by an 
equally strong Senate. Rule by one 
(an executive) is no more desirable 
than rule by the few (a legislature); 
forcing the two to compromise (as 
in the case of adopting the 1994 
Constitution) before action can be 
taken. This is the bedrock of the 
American system of government, a 
system on which SGA is modeled. 
I disagree with Senator Brendon 
· Cull. The Senate did not do every-
thing in its power and the system 
of checks and balances was thrown 
If this interpretation of the Con- off by this "resolution." I did not 
stitution does not sit well with cur- see any indication of .any attempt ·· 
rent Xavier students, there is a to prevent the- President from tak-
mechanism for answering such ing this wholly unconstitutional act. 
questions. I direct the reader's at- His,c~ll to action is exactly right, 
tention to Article VIII, Section 2. however. I hope the students of 
It seems clear tgat a, "question of, . Xavier do not si_t ig,ly J:>,y and allow . . 
interpretation'"has arisen:·· · this' experiment in,democriicy to 
Second, let me ~ddress the re- pass them up. · Not now on cam-
marks attributed to Demonbreun. pus, and not tomorrow in civil so-
While it is true that la\Vs and rules ciety. The Ignatian ideal requires 
cannot be allowed to bind later gen- more of us. ' ' . . ' 
erations to the circumstances of the .;..:Michael Dake. 
past (see Thomas Jefferson on the Class of 1996. 
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Senator: New election 
necessary, not optio~al 
Rules of authority are central to counted or examined before this any. government of authC?rity. time." 
These rules are often set forth in The Associatio~ President tallied 
many forms including Codes and the lesults from Tuesday before the 
Constitutions for a central purpose, ballot was changed, and continued 
so that government does not be- to separate each day's voting 
Demonbreun: Respect SGA decision ~~;:o:~~~~;~~~i:nrunbyafewat ~~~:!~~~t~~;~:~~~~J;~e~~~t: 
· ' · Xavier Student Government is spreadsheet and used to validat~ the .. I ~ the Oct. l4 issue of The News- Board of Elections never received This was a situation i~ which no different. We have operated by election. wire, it was my perception Stu- these two candidates' eligibility there were a number of possible a Constitution drafted· years ago, a 4. Para 8.3, Xavier University 
dent Government Association papers. These eligibility papers are solutions. Whetherthesolutionwas central document and its other Student Government AssociatioP 
(SGA) was portrayed as a tyranni- required of.a candidate in order to to have a whole new election, or . parts, including Codes, which al- Elections Code:"The B ofE (Board ' 
cal governing board that displayed· campaign 'and assure an keep the results, someone would lows sovereignty iri the interest of of Elections) will certify theresultf 
a lack of concern for policies, pro- individual's name on the ballot. have been unfairly, affected. My the students. . in writing and deliver that certifi-· 
cedures and the student. body. ·These two candidates stated they aspiration was to reveal a decision · Today this sovereignty is in cation to the Student Senate ... at 
As SGA President, I have de- did provide these papers by either that was fair to all. However, with grave danger. Portions· of the the next Senate meeting to be in-
cided to respond to these articles. putting the eligibility papers in the all the individuals I consulted and Xavier University Student Govern- eluded in the Assoeiation historicai 
This response is addressed to the appropriate spot themselves, or en~ the creativity of resolution dis~· mentAssociation Constitution were record." 
student. body for whom I so ·dili~ trusting an SGA o'r student devel- played by Senate, someone· was blatantly disregarded. The Association President swore 
gently work, and speaks only on my opment worker to do so for them. continually misrepresented. Rules contained in the Xavier four Senators into office without 
behalf, not for all of the bodies Unfortunately, these eligibility pa- To my knowledge, everyone University Student Government · certification to the Senate and no 
housed under the umbrella of SGA. · pers were never located. Beyond who counted the ballots was either Association Elections ·code were mention in the Association nistori-
I would like to let my peers know this, the candidates and the Board on the Board of Elections or the casually dismissed for unknown cal record . 
. that Senate, the Board of Elections of Elections failed to follow a part Student Government Adviser. reasons .. As a result, the Executives The only authority given to· a 
and I spent many hours dissecting of the Elections Code which' would I am very proud of the· opposi- of the SGA have given four people democratic government is the au-
this issue, arid made an .earnest at- have eradicated this entire situation · tion presented to me· by the ··Sen- · the perception they are Senators, a thority vested in the people. This 
tempt to consider all aspects. By ·in the onset. ate. 'I do, and always will respect percept.ion which is absolutely authority is regulated through a se-
no means did "SGA endorse slop" This situation does not allow for . th~ir point of view and opinions. I false. · ries of checks and 
qr" ... botch freshman electibns." any one person or governing body also know that Sen:ate, as well as Severe viola- ,. balances designed 
As I respect the right of The to wear.the face of blame. This was the executives, works very hard to tions of the Consti- Th l · not to allow any one 
Newswiretosharethefactsandtheir achallengebroughtaboutbymany, guide the·student body and repre- tutionandtheElec- .e e ectzons_ branch too much 
views, I will not sit idly by and al- and one a'ttempted to be rectified by sent our. peers to the best of their tions Code have . will be declared power. 
low the genuine work and concern many. As President I have no de-· ability. · occurred in regards. It is these afore-
of the individuals in SGA to be di- sire to point fingers, or have any fin- I appreciate. The Newswire for to the recent Fall void, or. the above mentioned ideals 
minished and blatantly ridiculed. gers pointed. I feel .that we are all· their dedication to the students and Senate election. which form the very 
SGA respects and appreciates i.ts responsible adults on•thi.s campus, keeping everyone abreast:on evol:V~ '!;he transgressions! . ntfrrJ,ec{ Execu_tives. .. ·basis cif any truly. 
ch'ecks~.and balances and we do all . and'.there is !TO' Situation ~hat•it' body1' ing :issuest SdA als0 cbntinually': detailed': beio\v, will.face elected . ·governc 
in our power to adhere to those de- of 6,000 intelligent students cannot works to keep The Ne:Wswire in- · were carried out by ment. Through the 
mands. deal .with and remedy. I believe formed ~nd knowledgeable of any the Association imneachment course of this or-
The Newswire stated that "Stu- SGA was given a situation and dealt information SGA may possess. My President and the T deal, these central 
dent Government Association with the issue as it wa~ presented. only concern:isthat some ofthear~ LegislaliYe'Vice proceedings concepts and the 
(SGA) left two candidates.' names Following serious consideration of ··. ticle headings may be too opinion~ President. clear words con-
off the ballot and violated several everyone directly and indirectly in- ated and -deprive a reader from I. Article II, directly ca/led for. tained in the Consti-
parts of the Election Code during . volved, SGA made a decision. forming their own opinion. section 2., Xavier b
1
.
1 
the tution and the Elec-
the freshman Senate election." No, every senator did not agree . SGA members were elected by University Student .f. tions Code were ig-
. SGA did not do anything in ref- with me, nor did I agree with each the student body and spend count-· Government Asso- Constitution. nored. 
erence to the names on the ballot. of the senators. However, in re- ·1ess hours in our positions doing the ciation Cons ti tu- As elected offi-
SGA appointed the Board of Elec- specting their opinions, as well as best that we know .how.· We are tion: "The majority cials we are trusted 
· tions to handle all elections that ·. the opinions of the candidates, and here for all of our peers and will of the Senate currently in office to ": .. uphold the Constitution of the 
occur during the 1998-99 academic considering all face~s of the elec~ continue to r~present them to our shall have final authority in ques- Student Government Association ... " 
year. The Board of Elections did tioli, I could only respond in the fullest potential. tions about the results of elections as explicitly sworn by each elected 
not "leave two candidates' names manner that I felt was considerate -Desiree Demonbreun _ for any of its members." member of the Student Government. 
off the ballot.'" The Chair of the of all. SGA President In the firsttransgression, the Association. 
Coverage of election. and play poor Association President violated the Ignorance of rules pertaining to Constitution by vetoing both mo- one's position and authority is no 
tion 99-38 and motion 99-45, in excuse. By the letterofthe law con-
I was very disturbed by the Oct. 14 inside page, it lacked credibility. Newswire. The fact that your For instance, the writer is a few 
front page headline and first para- decades off when he states, " ... you 
graph were incorrect and mislead- are time-warped back into the days 
ing makes me very angry. of flappers ·and gangsters." Any-
I noticed the ·writer sat in the direct conflict with the Constitu- tained in.the Constitution and the 
I would like to clarify a few one who has taken recent Ameri-
things. I am not a senator, but I do can history - yet alone any theatre 
know Student Government Asso- history - knows flappers were the 
ciation includes three bodies: Stu- fad in the Roaring 20s, not in the 
dent Senate, Executives and S.AC. 1944 setting of "The Crosstown 
None of these bodies are directly Shootout." 
responsible for elections. I find it ha~d fo read a critical 
It was·not SGA who left two review when the critic has seen 
candidates' names off of the ballot. . no!hing more than a dress rehearsal. 
It was not SGA who violated sev- At the rehearsal he.came to, the din-
. era! part~ of the election code.· SGA ing room was not transformed into 
did not agd the two students' names the nightclub setting. There were 
for the second day of voting and no miCrophonf'.s. there was no light-
keep the-polls open for a third day. ing, there wasno band; and most 
The Board of Elections is the re- importantly, there was no audience. 
sponsible party. Personally, !think In an interactive murder mys- . 
The Newswire owes SGA an apol- tery, the audience drives the show. 
ogy for the misleading headline a11d The audience not only talks to the 
information. · · ··characters, but also has a chance to 
Secondly, the review of "The find clues, ·taik. to the d~tective, 
Crosstown s'hootout" left much to . · question the suspects, and most im-
be desired .. Beside the fact it ~as portantly, vote on whom they thi.nk ·. 
on the very botton;i of the very last · the killer is. · · 
back of the cafe and did not inter-
. act much at all. Perhaps the fact he 
was shot by one of the characters · 
at the end killed his interest and 
credibility in reviewing this show. 
I also.have a response to Calen-
dar City. The comment "Thursday 
night is to drinking as water is to a 
fish" is very inappropriate when 
over half of the undergraduate stu-
dents at Xavier are underage. There 
is also a cdmment later about "an 
even happier birthday if you are 
turning 21 and can finally get into 
a hole in the wall bar." · 
I find i~ especially.distastefulthat 
this was printed the week before A.I~ 
cohol Aw~re.ness Week. Althmigh 
I thank)v1s. Calendar for meriHon-
ing '.'The Crosstown S.hootout" eac.h 
night, I feel the space used for men-
tioning alccih9J and drinki~g could ' 
have been better used. · 
· · -:-Carolyn Hug~es 
.Sophomore 
tion. The Legislative Vice President Elections Code, both motions 
also subverted.the Constitution by passed by Senate shall stand with 
taking the motion to the President the results of the Fall '98 Election 
for approval. Both actions were being declared void. 
unconstitutionaL · · There is no room for any other 
2 .. Para L2, section e., Xavier interpretation. The four Senators, 
University Student Government through no fa•.:ilt of their own, were 
Association Elections Code: "The sworn in illegally and therefore can-
B of E (Board of Elections}. may not serve in office. Every elected 
have other qualified students assist official must maintain, support and. 
in the operation of polling stations. defend the Constitution. 
These election workers may not be Past transgressions must be fixed 
current Student Senators, Execu- through action or resign.ation of the 
tives or SAC members ... " ·Association President and Legisla-
Th e Associ~tion Presid.6.nf · tive Vice President.. The elections 
worked polling stations· a_nd col- are absolutely void and all occur-
' lected votes during the election, a rences following the passed Senate 
direct viqlation of the Electio.ns motions are void. Currently- we 
Code. have nci new senators: The elections 
. I . 
3. Para 8.1, Xavier University will be declared void, or the above 
Student Government Association named .Executives will face im-
Elections Code:· "Votes will be peachment proceedings directly 
counted by the B of. E .·(Board of called for by ~he Constitution. 
Elections) immediately following -Jason H. Thomason 
the close ofthe polls on the last day Student Senator 
of the election. No ballots will be 
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SPORT-S BRIEFS 
>Sports Desk: 745-2878 · >E-mail: si>oRis@xavier.xu.edu 
. . 
Rifle finishes second 
Juzi~k's score ·best at tourney -
The Xavi~r rifle team finished second out offive teams last Sun-
day in the Tennessee Tech Invitational. The Musketeers came up 
with a final score of 6090, which was just out of the grasp offirst . 
place. Jackson St. came in first by edging out the Musketeers by 15 
points. . 
Xavier was coming off of an extremely successful season debut · 
in which the team snatched first place in the Virginia Military Invi-
tational, and the Musketeers topped their score at VMI by 22 points 
this weekend. · 
· Once again the Muskies were led by senior Karyn Juzuik. Juziuk 
. lead all competitors with a 392 in the Air Rifle portion of the match. 
Juziuk also held Xavier's best combined score with a 1545, which 
was good enough for second in the competition: She also had XU's 
highest score in Sl:nallbore competition. 
Senior Ted Rozman also made a strong showing, finishing sec-
. ond in Air Rifle with a 388. The Muskies also received a huge lift 
from junior Rebecca Brattain. Brittain finished second on the team. 
with a combined IS14. ' 
. The rifle team will return to action on Saturday, Oct. 31, in the 
team's h~me opener against the University of Tennessee at Martin 
in the Armory. 
. -Amjad Zahra 
,Rangers. best in region 
ROTC to represent Xavier at ~a(ionals 
The Xavier Rangers finishi;:d first- in the UK Ranger Challenge 
Competition last Saturday. XU won the competition \Vith a com--
bined score of 1339, which was 146 points better than second place 
Louisville. . 
The Rangers placed first in four of the five events. Some oft~e 
events incli.ide: grenade assault course, M-16 rifle marksmanship, 
lOKforced road march and an Army physical fitness test.· 
lv!embers of the competition team:includ~juniors:.Bob Perricb, 
Matt Wagoner, Sam Preston and Nat Durant; 11ophomores: ,Jasqn 
Bray, Matt Geiman, Mike Evans, Jason Blindauer, John Ellerbrock, · 
Jason Riddle and Shaun McGough; and freshmen: Kaleb Landry, 
Lucas Fischer and Brian Looney. 
The team· is coached by Captain Young Hahn and Sergeant First 
.Class John Tucker. The Rangers will next be in action from Oct. 
22-25 in Fort Knox, Ky. 
-Matt Madges 
On Tap 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FRIDAY. OCT. 2:J •WOM.EN'S SOCCER VS. VIRGINIA TECH AT 7 P.M. 
SATURDAY. OCT. 24 
SUNDAY. OCT. 25 
•MEN'S SOCCER AT VIRGINIA TECH AT 4 P.M. 
-•VOLLEYBALL AT GEORGE WASHINGTON AT 7:30 P.M. 
•WOMEN'S GOLF AT NOTRE DAME INVITATIONAL IN SOUTH 
BEND, IN. 
•VOLLEYBALL AT FORDHAM AT 5 P.M. 
•MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TENNIS AT MOREHEAD STATE 
•WOMEN'S GOLF AT NOTRE DAME INVITATIONAL IN SOUTH . 
BEND, IN. 
•WOMEN'S SOCCER VS. GEORGE WASHINGTON AT 1 P.M. 
•MEN'S SOCCER AT GEORGE WASHINGTON AT 1 P.M. 
ALL HOME GAMES ARE IN BOLD 
HOME SOCCER MATCHES ARE HELD AT CORCORAN FIELD . 
HOME VOLLEYBALL MATCHES ARE HELD AT SCHMIDT FIELDHOUSE 
Women's.Soccer vs. G. Washington 
1 p.m. Sunday at Corcoran Field 
Atlantic 10-leading George Washington heads to Cincin-
nati for a battle with the No. 3 Lady Musketeers. This game 
will go a long way in deciding the final conference stand~ 
ings. A win could mean an A-10 regular se~son champion-
. ship for Xavier: The game will also be the last home game of 
the season for the Lady Musketeers and for this reason it will 
be Senior Day. There should be much celebration over the · 
dedication the seniors have devoted to Xavier soccer . 
. The.residence hall with the highest attendanc·e will receive· 
a pizza party. Set your alarm. clocks on Sunday arid. head 
over to Corcoran Field for what should be one of the best 
' ' ' ' . '.. ' .. 
soccer games.of the year. 
SPORTS . THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Men's soccer still on top 
Loss to Rhode Island drops tea"!- into ti~ for first place 
BY BILL HUGHES 
Sports Writer 
The Xavier.men's soccer team 
. ent~redJa:st weekend's c;_ompetition 
atop the Atlant.ic 10 conference 
standings. The team maintained its · 
ranking after going 1-1 in two con-
ference road games. 
On Friday, the team traveled to 
Amherst, Mass., and defeated 
UMass 4-2. The Musketeers then 
traveled to Kingston, R.1., and 
found a strong Rams team await-
ing them. URI defeated XU 4~3 .. 
XAVIER 4, UMASS 2 
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BILL TERRY. 
Heading into Friday's match-up 
with UMass, the men had _won four · 
straight conference g·ames; This 
momentum carried into the first half 
of .play for Xavier and resulted in 
three goals. 
Junior midfielder David Spaccarelli had two assists for the 
Musketeers over the weekend. · 
Junior forward Koen Kuikenled 
the attack with a goal in the 18th 
minute on a cross by Junior 
midfielder Dave Spaccarelli. 
Kuiken scored again in the 38th 
miriute ()n a header on a cross from 
junior· midfielder Steve ·stain per. 
The XU offensive attack contin-
ued in the 39th minute when senior 
forward Chas Cooke had an unas-
sisted goal. Tl:ie goal gave Xavier 
a 3-0 lead. 
UMass answered with a goal in 
the last minute of the first half. XU 
entered halftime, with a 3~ 1 lead'. 
· · The' second half of play con-
. sistediof·alhigh~paced offensive at-
:tack by both•teams; ,. _); r . . ; ; 
· The Minutemen· scored on an 
unassisted goal in the 60th minute · 
of play. The UMass goal cut the 
· Xavier lead to one, 3-2. : 
In the ·79th minute, freshman de-
fender Rob Bakker was taken down 
in the UMass box to set up a pen-
• alty kick. Bakker scored on the 
penalty kick to nail.down a4-2 vie-
tory for the Musketeers. 
The victory did not come with~ 
out cost, however, as junior . 
midfielder Maringo Vlijter aggra-
vated nerves in his lower knee. Due 
to the injury, Vlijter is unlikely to 
. play this weekend, but should be ac-
. tivated for Xavier's key match-up 
against Fbrdham on Oct. 30. 
URI 4, XAVIER 3 (OT)· 
Rhode Island (6-6-1) gave 
Xavier the tight conference compe-
tition that has become the norm in 
theA-10. 
The Rams wasted no time by 
scoring i;tn unassisted goal in the 
first minute of play .. · 
·
1 '.'!''..Xavier ianswered. with· ail unas-
, sisted goal in'the38th minute 'from 
Kuiken. As the first period was 
closing,·Rhode 'Island was able tO' 
score. in the 44th minute to take a 
2- l ·lead over the Musketeers at the 
half. 
Kuiken tied the game ·at two 
with a goal in the 63rd min~te off 
·of an assist from Spaccarelli. 
The Rart;is countered quickly, 
however, with a goal in the 65th 
minute of pfay. Bakker scored off 
his second crucial penalty kick in 
two games in the_ 84th minute· to 
send the game into overtime. 
The first overtime was a defen-
sive battle and -neither team was 
able to break the scoreless tie • 
· · Rhode Islattd quickly put an end 
to the battle in double overtime with 
an unassisted goal in the 108th' 
minute of play to capture a 4-3 vic-
tory. 
The defeat on Sunday was twice 
as tough for the men as Kuiken suf-
.. fered a grade two MCL sprain.• The 
injury occurred in his right knee as 
he stepped on the ball in the sec-
ond. half.;. Kuiken ~ s return th is sea-
. son is up ii1 the air depending·ori if 
the team makes the confere~ce tour-
nament. 
On Friday the men will travel to 
Virginia Tech for another tough 
conference road· game. The.Mus-
keteers are still on top of theA~ 10 
. conference and will be the team to 
beat as conference pla)' continues .. 
Swimmers splash into season 
BY MATI MADCiES 
· Assistant Sports Editor 
The Xavier men's and women's 
swim teams opened their seasons 
last weekend with varying results. 
The men's teamdefeated IUPUI 58-
28 while the women were defeated 
by IUPUI 57-29. 
The men were led by sophomore 
Louis Dissel and freshman Geoff 
. Brown, who both won two fo~i­
vidual races in the meet. Dissel ~on 
the 50 Freestyle" and the I 00 Breast-
stroke while Brown cam~ out on top 
. in the 100 and 200 Freestyfo. · 
Another top finisher for Xavier 
was freshman Scott Webster who 
. won the 100 Backstroke. 
The XU men'srelay teams were 
· also excellent. Xavier won both the 
200 Medley and the 200 Freestyle 
Relays. These were the only two 
relays of the meet. · 
· Although the women's swim 
· tea~ was not able to defeat IUPUI, 
there were· some impressive indi.-
vidual showings in the meet. · 
. . Leading thewonien were sopho-
.. more Rachel Reilly ·and freshman 
Theresa Schrimpf .. Reilly won the 
50 Freestyle and Schrimpf won the 
500 Freestyle. 
The women's 200 Medley Re-
lay team also· had an impressive 
showing,· with finishing in second 
place by less than one second. 
· This weekend both swim teams 
will be back in action .. On Friday 
the teams will participate in the 
0
Bowling Green Relays in Bowling.· 
Green, Ohio . 
. After the relays on Friday night, 
bothteams will remain in Bowling 
Green for a dual inatch against the 
Falcons oµ Saturday morning. 
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Wolllen'S ·soccer kicks Mass, ·Rams 
GrUber'sfive goals net herA-10 Co-Player of Week honors 
BY MATT MADGES (JMass continued ~o apply pres- but we, obviously, are gaining 
.. As.sistant Sports Editor . sure throughout the remainder of, ground on them." 
Sophomore forward Annette· the half, but the Xavier defense did- This was the fifth time that ~U 
Gruber recorded five 'goals in two not budge. The first halfend~d with had entered an overtime period this 
games over the .week~nd, leading the Lady Musketeers up J-0. season and only the first tim~ that 
the Lady Musketeers to two con- UMass continued its offensive' the team was able to come away 
ference wins. Gruber, last season's attack in the second half and- the with a victory, 
A-10 Rookie of the Year, earned A- effort paid o.ff in the fifth minute "We have been here before and 
10 Co-Player of the Week honors when junior. Emma Kurowski it was time that we won one," said 
for her performance. . I scored off an assist ·from senior Gruber. "We deserved it.". 
With these. two wins, the. · SophieLecot. The goal tied the: 
women's soccer team extended its .game at one. XAVIER 4, RHODE ISLAND 1 
unbeaten streak to seven games and Two· minutes later, XU answered With the big win over UMass cm 
solidified its third place conference . ·back when sophomore ~nnette Friday, the team entered Sunday's . 
. standing. On Friday, Xa.vier de- . Gruber scored off of an assist from match-up with. Rhode Island confi-
. featefi UMass· 3~2 iri overtim~·and junior Christie Reinshagen. The dently. Rhode Island entered the 
•. on Sunday the team demolished gqal was Gruber'sfifth of the sea- game looking to rebound from 
Rhode Island 4-1. · son. Friday's 4-1 loss to-Dayton .. 
The seven-game unbeaten streak "Our· mentality is that whenever The Lady Rams· trailed Xavier 
goes back to a last second· 1-0 vie- . we get scored on, we know that we by four points in the conference. 
tory ·over Ohio in the team's· last . have to step it up," said Coley. entering the contest. . 
non-conference game of the season. UMass sus~ained its pressure in Xavier once again came out 
Since then, the team has gone 5-0- light of the goal.. Then, in the eighth strong to start the game. Qnly nine 
1 in the Atlantic 10 and has com- minute of the half, a UMass forward minutes into the match, Gruber 
piled an overall rec()_~~ of7-5~2. , sent a shotinto the top right corner ·scored her third goal of the last two 
of the goal which would have tied games on an assist from Hosty; The 
.·.XAVIER 3, UMASS 2 (OT) the game; but senior goalie Ann goal gave the team an early' bO Jead.-
Entering. Friday '.s match-up, Marie·Hubbardmade!J.magnificent "OurgoaLwastoattackasmuch · · NEWSWIREPHarosveiLLTERRY 
Sqphomore f\nnette Gru,ber s.cored five goals in two games over Xavier was looking for its first-ever· diving save. to preserve XU's lead. as we could and get up on them . 
victory over . UMass.. . The . Three. minutes after Hubbard's early," said Gruber. "We'rejusttry- the weekendfo receive A~10 Co-Player of the Week honors. 
Miriutewomen had won the three great save, UMass answered·back ing to take as many shots as we "I didn't even think that I was With the goal, Gruber recorded · 
prior-meetings, including a 2-1 vie- · when freshman Kristy Robicheau can." going to play, butl came out in the her first career hat trick and raised 
tory last season. scored off an assist from L.ec()t. . URI countered the goal by in- second half and felt fine,''. said her total to five goals in the team's 
· UMass did not lose a conference That was the last goal ofregula- creasing its offensive pressure, but : Reinshagen. last two games. 
game last season,.ending with a per- tion; With the score knotted attwo, the XU defense did a.good job of IttookReinshagen less than four "It's exciting that it is coming 
.feet 11-0record. ·This season, how- the game was head~d to overtime. containing the attack;·. minutes to make her presence around for.me;• said Gruber .. "I'm 
ever: UMass .has not been as sue- "Once we gotinto·overtime, I Seni9r Holly GrowJed the con- . known when she scored on an as- just trying to attack as much as I 
.cessfuJ ... ,Entedng.Frjday:i;,ga·ll]e, felt that:\Ve wer~'. geWng .i;.tr:<;mger .tainment''.effortforthe,defense.,Any . sist ·from ·Grow. ··The go~l put the; : can;'·',,, . 
. 'they•were.3-2 in conference.play ., and they were starting to. wither,"· time U~I· was:~lo~e:r:to scoring, : te1fm.t'Jp2:1 and; iii the end; would·· The·'Lady Musketeers came 
and were one point behind Xavier said head coach Ron Quinn. Grow seemed ·to come out of no- prove io be the game~winner. away with a 4-1 win. The victqry 
in the conference standings. Xavier came out in the overtime where and clear .the ball.· - . . "It's just another goal that hap- solidified the team's third place 
In the first IQ_ minutes of the determined to maintain its offensive "I got mad and no one was win- . pened to be one more than they · standing in the confer~nce . 
. game, Xavier was.not able to put pressure. With only 1;57 gone in ning the ball," said Grow;· "I felt had," said Reinshagen; who seems · ·"That's great, but we still have 
anything together and UMass was the extra session, Gruber scored an like no one was going to the ball so to. have a knack for scoring game:.. four ·games left and those are all 
on the offensi:ve attack. However, unassisted goal to win the game for 'l stepped it up, and once! stepped winners: this was her fourth game- important because, as we have see!1, 
tJte Musk~teer defense played the Lady Musketeers 3-2. it up everyone else came together:" winning goal of the season. anything can happen this year," said 
strong and contained the "Ijustkicked it as hard as I could The XU defense did a gre.atjob The 2-1 lead did not cause the Gruber. 
Minutewomen. and I saw it going in .. That's about -at containing the URI pressure un- team to Jay off of URI. XU contin-
Then in the f lth minute, the all I remember," said Gruber. ti! the 25th minute· when junior ued to apply pressure and; with just 
Lady Musketee.rs mounted their The goal was Gruber.'s second Anna Maynard scored offof a re-. under 33 minutes left in the game, 
firsttrue offensive charge. It ended · of the game and was celebrated by . bound just outside the reach of Gruber scored her second goal off 
with sophomore Eri'n Coley finding both her teammates ancl fans.· Hubbard. The half ended in a 1-1 of an assist from sophomore Lisette 
freshman Megan Hosty for her sec~ · The victory moved Xavier to 4- tie. Thiel. The goal put XU lip 3-1 .. 
ond collegiate goaL 1-1 in the conference and put a little During the second half, it was Gruber was not finished, how-
Hosty had recorded her first col- distance between them arid UMass apparent there was something dif- ever, when in the 62nd minute the 
Jegiate goal one g~me prfor against . in the standings. J'his was al sci' the ferent about Xavier. . One reason· .. URI goalkeeper failed in. her at-
Temple. The assist was Coley's . Lady Musketeers' first-ever victory was the return of Reinshagen. tempt to clear the ball. The kick 
fourth of the season... over the Minutewomen. .Reinshagendid not play in the first·. went right to Gruber and she took a 
. "I came out with a lot more con- -·"They are perennial Atlantic 10 half due to bn,1ised fibs; which she shot from 15 yards out that barely 
fidence," said Hosty. "l was more champs," said Quinn. "They are the suffered in the previous game found its way past the goalie and · 
relaxed with the ball.'' · class of the :league and h~ve been; against. UMass. into the back of the net. 
WHATS NEXT 
Two of those important games 
will .take place this weekend at 
Corcoran ·Field. On Friday, the 
team will take on Virginia Tech at 7 
. p.m. The Hokies trail· Xavier 1by 
·four points .in the A-10 standings. 
Then on Sunday, George Wash-
. ington visits for an A~lO show-
down. GW is the conference l~ader 
and the stage is set for a battle be-
tween the A-lO's No. I and No. 3 
teams. 
Atlantic 10 Championships await cross country 
. . . . - .. . . 
BY DAN BUTLER 
Sports Writer 
well; senior Chris German and Crawford. (28: 17), Nick Boeing spite the sloppy conditions. Sarah and help us to peak at the Atlantic 
freshman Seth Rienderknecht. Ger- (28: 17), Randy I:>ublikar (28:38) Johnstone and Maggie Dunn both 10 Championships.'' 
man came in second for the Mus- andDaveMichitti (29:11).' . ran personal bests, and Jan. · Thewomen's team's training 
The Atlantic IO Championships keteers with a timeof27:47. Coach ··· . The men's program is prepari11g · F~ichtner had her., best race of the ·schedule will be lighter as to help 
loom.on the horizon for the men's Scott Swain was excited ;ibout · to peak at the Atlantic lOChampi~ season. rest the team, and keep some drive 
.and women's cross country teams, German's performance; · ·onships _and. the NCAA Districts. ·"The ·course was. very mu,ddy, in U!serveto have a good race at the 
and following this weekend's rela- "Chris practiced well .the past Coi,ich Swain said the team's prac- \but the girls handled.it well. I was championship meet. 
tive success,.they hope to make an . two weeks and it.showed," said tices will begi11 to taper off in diffi- .. ''ery pleased;" said Coach Caroline The championship course is sup~ 
impact in Philadelphia. · Swain. .. . . . culty, thus preventing the team from Sp~ncer. posed tO be very .hilly. Some teams 
The men's teain placed.11th out ·· Rienderknecht placed- seventh .burning out at the .end of the sea- I:::aura·Edwards came in first for in the Atlantic 10 had a pre-confer-
of 13 teams at last Friday's Queen with a tiine of 29:2.8; The fresh- son. the 'Musketeers with a time of erice meet there and the team's 
Gtylnvitational inCineinnati. The manhascontinuedtqimproveeach . Thewomen'steamranverywell 20:43, followed by Feichtner ·times went down considerably on 
'men did not run as well as they had week. · · · · this weekend, finishing eighteenth-' (20:52); Johnstone (21: 12), Dunn this course. 
in the· past, ·mainly due .to some . "'Seth ran a very.good race~ His . out of twenty-eight schools .. - (21: 12), Blanche Fisher (21:47), The Atlantic 10 Championships 
missed time.this seascm:by several comp~titive ·drive i~ what makes The course; which is known for Janelle Jones (22: 18) and Julie· will be held on Saturday, Oct. 31, 
key runners. The teani has~re-'a,s- him so successful,'' Swain said. . being fast, was soaked with heavy Scalise (22:31). in Philadelphia. The NCAA Dis-
'sembled, but appeared rusty at the· . · ·· · Finishing .. first, third, fourth, rains, slqwing it slightly. Xavier The break this weekend is ideal,: tfict IV Championships will be held 
. '·invitational. . · · fifth; and sixth for. the Musketeers . still ran a strong rnce; and several according to Coach Spencer. "This on Nov. 14, at which XU will try to 
,. 1\vo runners ran exc~ptionally .. were DaveDickman(27:25), Keith women had personal recorCls, de-c will give the womeir time to rest, qualify for. the nationals . 
. -" ·' 
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Rifle aims high, Voll~yball moves into second 
- . . . . BY JOE ANGOLIA in kills with 18 and played well de- ior Jenny Janszen came up with 16 
h•t 'th . k SportsWriter. ·fensively, recording 10 digs. killsfoll9wedbyHamptonwithher I s . e. mar Osterdayfollowedwith 17kills-and second double-double of the year 
· - The Xavier University women's a team high 16 digs. Senior Cara (11 kills and _11 digs). Freshman 
. PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
Senior Ted Rozman takes aim in at his target. 
volleyball team is on fire. The team Espelage passed-out 44 assists. Sara Bachus also played well, with 
has hit a hot streak and is burning Next on the :XU women's list · nine.lciJls and 13 digs. Espelage led 
up al_I competition that steps in their were the Rams ofRhodels!and. The · · the teani in assists with a· season 
way. . · · match would b~ a tough one for the high 68 and 18 digs. This \vas a 
How else could you explain an- · Lady Musketeers as their in-confer- huge team win by any standards, es-
other undefeated week' (3-0), giv- ence rival entered the game with a pecially on the road. 
ing them seven straight wins and 12-3 record (6-2 in the A-10). A ThefinalstopfortheLadyMus-
improving their overall record to win in this game would move the keteers was Amherst; Mass.,.to take 
11-7 with an 8-2 record in the At- Lady Musketeers closer to the top on the Minutewomen of UMass. 
Iantic-10 conference. of the A-10. UMass came into the game with an 
After.their last week-and-a-half The first ga~e lived. up to 8-10 record (5-4 in the A-10) . 
of play, which produced four wins, everyone's expectations, as both UMass came_ ~mt to play and 
BY AMJAD ZAHRA 
Sports Writer 
scores are being broken this early the team played host to Wright State teams were ready and played well. . took the first game 15-10. Dropping 
in the season," Juziuk said. . and then hit the road for two more Xavietcame away with an eventual the firs't. game revived. ·the XU 
· As for .the rest of the year, the games. They returned home with 16-14 wfo and gained an early edge women and they took the next .two · 
three-time All-American is confi- . three more tallies for the victory overtheRams.However,theRams games 15-12 ·each. The 
dent the success will continue, column. The LadyMuske~eers con- · would fight back and show that they Minutewomen had played strong up. 
One of Xavier's best athletic 
teams is probably the one least 
known on campus. While. the bas-
ketball and soccer programs usu-
ally grab the majority of the head-
lines, perhaps the most successful 
team usually goes unnoticed. 
The rifle team has one of the 
winningest traditions at Xavier with 
a history producing ten All Ameri- . 
cans, and this year's team seems 
poised to have. another great year 
and continue the winning tradition. 
The squad started out their 1998-
99 campaign by dominating the 
competition-, taking home first 
place honors at the Virginia Mili-
, tary Invitational. · · 
They followed up theiqeason 
opener.with another impressive per~ 
formance finishing second last Sun-
day at the Tennessee Tech Invita-
tional. . 
The teafu is lead by Head b:idch 
Alan Joseph; Joseph is enteririg his 
17th season as head coach of the 
squad; and has built the Musketeer. 
rifle program int9 a nationally rec-
ognized pow._er. He· has been 
awarded XU's coach of the year in 
both 1992 and 1996. 
"He gives us free reign and en-
"We're going to keep getting stron-
ger as weeks go by, as we get more 
confident, and as the freshmen get 
used to shooting at a college level." 
"Shooting· agains( stronger 
schools second semester such as 
. West Virginia and Kentucky, which 
will give us a good idea.of how we 
stack up against strong competic 
tion," said Juziuk. . . . 
The-Xavier roster also includes 
great standout taient such as junior 
Rebecca Brattain and sophomore 
Shari Jedinak, who are both com-
ing off outstanding individual per-
formances last year,' and have 
started the year with impressive 
performances in the first two meets. 
Jedinak had an impact perfor-
mance in the season opener, whieh 
• helped tlfe Mllskids role :irito first 
place; 
Brattain is a two-time all-confer-
ence member; and had the honor of 
competing on the 1995. Junior 
Olympics Team. 
The squad is also led by senior 
Ted Rozman, who was a member 
of the 1996 Xavier NCAA.cham-
courages us, which .allows us to go pion air rifle team. Rozman has al-
out there and do what we need to ready. come up big this year, fin-
do," said Karyn Juzuik, a se.nior ishing second among all corripeti~ 
member of the.team. tors in air rifle at the Tennessee Tech 
The Musketeer program has Invitational. 
placed individual shooters in ten Also shooting for t_he Muske-
consecutive National Champion- teers this season are freshmen 
ships, and the program has com- Monique Couture and Danielle 
peted in six NCAA finals in the last Langfield and senior Michael 
eight year~ alone, impressive ere- Skeuse. · 
dentials for a pr.ogram relatively The rest of the season looks very 
u.nknown to the majority of the promising for the Xavier rifle 
Xavier campus. squad, who will debut in thefr.home · 
"I understand it's not a specta- opener th.is Saturday at the Armory 
tor sport, and that most people are when they host the University of 
not familiar with the sport like they Tennessee at Martin. 
are with basketball and soccer, but Highlights of the upcoming year 
I feel if people came up and saw · include the famous Walsh Interna-
what v.:e were about they. would · tional Rifle Match, hosted by 
enjoy it. It would be a big lift to . Xavier, which is the country's Iarg-
us," said Juziuk concerning the lack est indoor rifle match. 
of knowledge· about the team. The crucial home matches of the 
· . This year's squad is full of great season are against· Ohio State on 
and experienced talent headed by . Feb. 6 and Kentucky on Jan. 23 and 
Juziuk, a thre~HimeAll-American the NCAA Qualifier Sectional on 
and the defending national cham- the weekend of Feb. 13 and 14. 
pion in air rifle and cornerstone of The team will get a big .test on 
theprogrameversinceshecamein ·the road when :they .visit 
as a freshman. · Morgantown and take ort West Vir-
She has had the· distinction of- ginia in a cr.ucial late.season match 
competing in the 1996 Olympic tri- on Saturday January 30;_· · . 
als in Atlanta, and has. started out If the first two. matches are any 
the year with a bang, leading the . indica~ion, the 1998~99 Xavier 
squad in scoring in both matches Rifle team has a legitimate chance· 
this year. She finished as the. top to make some noise and be a seri-. 
. competitor of the season opener. ous contender in the NCAA Cham-
''I feel the team is really coming 
,togt~ther, and it seems we are really 
improving when old personal. best 
pionship in March. 
tinued to play well and finished off had the ability to play with the red to that point, but ran out of gas in 
tough opponents as Coach Floyd hot Lady Muskies. Games two and the fourth game. The XU women 
Deaton had .b_een hoping they three wereclose, yet the Rams man- easily took game four 15-5. 
would all year. . aged to beat out the XU women 1.5- . The Lady Musketeers were once 
· The XU women took on Wright 12 in both games. again led by the play of Osterday, 
State on Oct. q iri the Schmidt · The toughness and confidence who recorded a team high in kills 
Fieldhouse. Wright State came into that Deaton had hoped would grow ( 18) and digs (27). Other big con-
the match with a 6-llrecord and inside the team after last week's tributors included Cook (16 kills),· 
proved to be a fairly easy· night for · success looked as if it was fading Janszen (14 I.cills); ~nd Hampt.on 
the Lady Musketeers. The first away. Yet the Lady Musketeers .. and Bachus with 12 a piece. 
game proved tougher than ex- would fight back.to show the Rams Junior Kelly Williams and 
pected; yet the Lady Muskies man- what they were made of, and took freshman Anna Yasuhara played 
aged to escape with a 15-12 victory. game four 15-9. '. well in the backcourt coming up 
In the secon.d game the XU women The final game would be a war with 13 and 12 digs, respectively. 
played stronger and came away of will power, as both teams laid it Espelage once again put up big 
with a 15-8 victory. ' all on the line to prove themselves numbers in the assists category, re-
Wright State continued to play in their conference showdown. De- cording 62 for the day. The win 
toughandfoughttheMuskiestothe spiteatremendouseffortbyRhode improved the Xavier women's. 
end in the third game, but fellshort, Island, the XU women captured record. to 11-7 overall with ari im- . 
giving Xavier the game and the game five 15-12, and improved to pressive 8-2 AtlanticlO conference · 
. . . •rf·'·'! .; ,. \, « ... ,. r,., :J. ~·A""·, ·.,.;I .. -.1· 'i: 1-i ·r:.: . .. , v, t·· . . 
i m'atch 15-12. ·7:,.2· In· the A-10:·: ri ,., "(": u·,., · " " ·• ~record. 
. Leading the .way for the XU Four players scored double digit Next for the rolling Lady Mus- : 
women were junior Beth Osterday kill totals. Leading the way were · keteers will be road trips to George 
arid freshman Jill Hampton~ who senior Gabe Cook with 19 kills, and Washington on Oct. 23 and , 
both. recorded double-doubles iri Osterday who had another double Fordham on Oct. 24, before return-
the match. Hampton led the team double (19 kills and 15 digs). JUn- ing home on Oct. 30to host Temple. 
Tennis teams netting victories 
BY MATT BARBER 
Sports Editor 
As the colder. weather·rolls in 
and the end of the tennis season 
· nears, the Xavier men's· and. 
women's tennis teams still have 
some fight left in them. They have 
displayed this fight in their matches 
over the last two weeks: 
On Oct. 9, the Lady Musketeers 
faced Atlantic 10 rival La Salle in a 
duel match and disposed of them 
quickly by an 8-1 score. Xavier 
needed only· the minimum of sets · 
in winning the No. 2-6 singles and 
all three doubles matches. 
Victorious for XU were the No. 
2-6 singles players, junior Kristen 
. Wolf, junior Julie Roth, freshman 
Beth Abraham, senior Lindsay We-
ber and sophomore Gwen Sikora. 
Winning in doubles were Abraham 
and fellow freshman Emily Senich, 
sophomore Natalie Palmenter and 
Wolf and senior Jill Norton and 
freshman Kerrie Kramer. 
The women next faced 
Duquesne, anotherA-10 team, on 
Oct. l 1;·winning 7-2. 
Palmenter in No. 2 singles, Roth 
in.No. 4, Abraham in No. 5 and We-
ber in No. 6 all won. The doubles 
teams of Roth and Weber: sisters 
senior Laura and sophomore Tracie 
Fraunfelder and Abraham and . 
Sikora all won as well. 
XU encountered its first loss of 
the fall season a'gainst Cincinnati on 
Oct. 15, falling 7-2. Only We~er in· 
No. 6 singles and the team of 
Norton and Kramer .in No. 3 
sophomore Kyle Bates, freshman 
Aaron Bauer, senior Brent Cullen 
doubles came out on top for the· · and freshmen Danny Sturdevan, · 
Musketeers against the Bearcats. Kevin McErnery and Jeff Roman. 
This past weekend; the women·· The doubles teams in the match 
recorded a few wins at the Lquis- were Cullen and Sturdevan, Bates 
ville Invitational Tournament. In and Bauer and senior Richard Garth 
Flight C, Abraham advanced to the and junior Zeeshawn Siddiqui. · 
semifinals~ Winning two matches The tables were turned on XU 
along the way. Kramer was when they took on Duquesne on 
Xavier's highest finisher as runner- Oct. 11 and lost 8-1: . The No. 2 
up in Flight D, winning three doubles team of Bates and Bauer 
matches before losing in the cham- accounted for the only .Muskete.er 
pions_hip. . victory of the day. 
In the Flight D consolation Against Wright State on Oct. 14, 
bracket, Norton was the winner and the Musketeers managed just three 
Laura· Fraunfelder was the runne'r- · wins against the ~aiders, falling 6-
u p. The team of. Kramer and 3. Bauer and Sturdevan, the No. 2 
Norton advanced to the semifinals and 4 singles players respectively, 
in the Flight B doubles consolation defeated their opponents, as did the 
bracket. doubles t~am Bates and Bauer in 
The men's team faced three dual the match. 
matches over this stretch as well. The· men· and women both will 
The Musketeers faced the La Salle end their fall season on the road 
Explorers on Oct. 9 dispatching against Morehead State this Satur-
them in every match for the 9-0 win. day before resuming play in the_. . · 
The No. 1-9 singles pl~yers were 
Pni1111111P l1111'1111dP 
Parenting or Adopuon 
The Decision is Yours 
Catholic Socia1·services 
Free Pre1nanc1Tesun1 : 
conlldenua1counse11n1 
Flnanclal Aid on a Caso bJ case Basis 
Open AdoiJUon ivallable .. 
seni1c1n1People01.a11 Faiths • 
. . ' 
Clnclnnau HamHton : · 
15131 241-1145 . . (5131 863-6129 
spring. 
$$EARN EXTRA MONEY$$ 
We'rr;. looking for men and women to 
deliver the new telephone directories from 
Cindnnati Bell. 
*Work in your area 
*Work full or part-time 
*Paid upon completion of each route 
To qualify, you must be 18 or older, have a 
valid driver's license and social security 
card and have an i~slired vehicle. 
To 11pply, call Mon. through Fri., 8am-4pm 
l-800-979· 7978. 
Directory Distributing Associates ••EOE•• 
THE XAVlER NEWSWIRE 
. . . is seeking dynamic, organized and 
cfil~cfilficr:&U:~cfil students to apply for ... 
1999 Manresa Core!! 
Pick Up Applications in Student Services for; 
Manresa Core .... Monday, Oct. 26, 1998 
AJ])J])Ilfi~&lblcm~ if©.>rr JOO~~ (Ccmrr@ are Due 
to Student Services by Weds., Nov. 18, 1998. 
DEADLINE FOR APPUCATIONS IS FINAL!! 
(This will be an inte1View process for all positions.) 
Call Kimberlie Goldsberry @ x4892 
.. , •··with any questions. · 
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADFS. 
If you're a freshman or tuition, most books and 
sophomore with good fees,plus$150perschool 
grades,apply now for· a month. They also pay off 
three-year or two-year with leadership experi-
scholarship from Army . ence and officer creden-
ROTC. Army ROTC ~~-- tials ·impressive to 
scholarships. pay .. future employers. · 
. ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
• . . ' • •, .,. ,. .. - ,. . .•. •· ....... , "', . . -I•· 
For detC:Iils, visit St. Barbara Hall or call 
.. . . 745-1062 
week o/OCTOBER 21, 1998 11 
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Downing S,cholarship 
for Xavier business students 
• Receive a scholarship of$1,750 per semester 
for 3 semesters 
0 Work ort a research project with a business 
professor 
• Meet regularly with a business mentor 
To be eligible for the Downing Scholarship, 
you must: 
• be a business student 
• be a junior (55+ hours) 
• have 3 semesters remaining at Xavier 
• be a student in good standing, 2.000 GP A or 
above 
For an application or more information, contact: 
Ms. Cindy Stockwell, Williams College ofBusiness 
CBA Building, 2nd Floor. Tel: 745-3131 
Deadline for applications is Monday, November 2. 
GIVE US TIME 
TO REPAY 
YOUR LOAN. 
After just three years 
in the Army, your college 
loan could be a thing of the 
past. 
:' ' Under the Army's Loan 
Repaymentprogratn,each 
year you serve on active 
duty reduces your indebted-
ness by one-third or $1,500, 
whichever atnount is 
greater, up to a $65,000 
limit. 
This offer applies to 
Perkins Loans, Stafford 
Loans and certain other 
federally insured loans 
which are not in default. 
And this is just the first 
of many benefits the Army 
will give you. Get the whole 
story from your Army 
Recruiter. 
(513) 236-4811 
ARMY. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE~ 
Get Results! Advertise 
in The Newswire. Call 
Jamie at 745-3561. 
STUDYIN . 
OXFORD 
Live with British . 
students in the 
center of Oxford 
as an Associate Student 
of an Oxford college at 
an affordable price. 
$8,2 50 a semester. 
Tuition, Housing, 
Meals included. 
Summer tenn option 
Oxford Study 
Abroad Programme 
33-35 George Street 
Oxford OX12AY England 
Telephone and Facsimile: 
011 44 1865 798738 
E-mail: 
osap@osap.demon.co.uk 
www.goarmy.com 
1--~-----'~~-=-~~--'L~~~~.,,.-~~~--' 
WEBB'S NEW & USED 
- Computers -
Upgrades and Custom Built Systems 
'~. 
' 
Monthly Special ~ 
. AMD P266 MMX, 32 MG SD ! 
RAM, 6.4 Gig HD, 56k fax/ ~ ,,_. 
modem, 16 bit 3D sound card, 
32X CD-ROM, speakers, 15" 
. SVGA monitor, Keyboard, · 
Mouse, Windows 95 - $950 
641-5333 
. For a complete price list see website 
· www.webbcomp.com 
4903 Vi.De St. - St. Bernard Square 
,•· ~11. r · 
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DIVERSIONS 
>Diversions: 745-2878 >E-mail: otvERs@xavier.xu.edu 
Ticklin' the ivories 
Fazil Say will perform for the Xavier Classical Piano Series on 
Sunday, Oct. 25, at2:30p.m. in the University Center Theatre . .Tick-
ets are $15-$17. 
Born in Ankara, Turkey, Say studied piano and composition at 
the State Conservatory. At 17, he was awarded German Academic 
Scholarships to study in Dusseldorf, where he worked at the Robert 
_Schumann Institute for five years. From 1992 to '95, Say was on 
' the faculty of the Berlin Conservatory. In April 1997, Say made his 
New York concert debut as a soloist, winning a standing ovation. 
Master of suspense 
The Cincinnati Film Society will continue its Alfred Hitchcock 
series with Part II of Four Decades of Alfred Hitchcock at the Geier 
Center in the Old Museum of Natural History. It begins with "For-
eign Correspondent," shown on Saturday, Nov. 7, at 7 :30 p.m. Mov-
ies also shown include "Suspicion," shown on Saturday, Nov. 14, 
at 7:30 p.m. and "Rope," shown on Saturday, Nov. 21, at 7:30 p.m. 
General admission, $4; ·students and seniors, $3.50; Film Society 
members, $3. 
The Charts 
This week's top 10 from the 
Billboard "Hot 100" Singles: 
l)"The First Night" Monica 
2) "One Week" Barenaked 
Ladies 
3) "How Deep Is Your Love" 
Dru Hill Featuring Redman 
4) "I Don't Want To Miss A 
Thing" Aerosmith 
5) "Crush" Jenn~fer Paige 
6) "I'll Be" Edwin McCain 
7) "This Kiss" Faith Hill 
8) "Because of You" 98 
Degrees 
9) "M~Little Secret" Xscape 
10) "Lately" Divine 
This week's top 10 albums 
from the Billboard 200: 
1) Jay-Z, Vol. 2 ... Hard 
Knock Life 
2) Lauryn Hill, The 
Miseducation Of Lauryn Hill 
3)Bizzy Bone, Heaven'z 
Movie 
4) 'N Sync, 'N Sync 
5) Outkast, Aquemini . 
6) Sheryl Crow, The Globe -
Sessions 
7) Shania Twain, Come on 
Over 
8) Kurupt, Kuruption! 
9) Kirk Franklin, The Nu 
Nation Project 
10) Barenaked Ladies, 
Stunt 
New Releases 
The following were due for release on Oct. 20: 
Soundtrack, Chef Aid: The South Park Album (Colombia) ... 
112, Room 112 (Arista) ... Aerosmith, A Little South of Sanity 
(Geffen) ... Beck, Mutations (Geffen) ... Black Sabbath, Reunion 
(Epic) ... Dial-7, Never Enough Time (Warner Bros.) ... Fatboy Slim, 
You've Come a Long Way, Baby (Caroline) ... Goober Patrol, The 
Unbearable Lightness of Being Drunk (Fat Wreck Chords) ... B.B. 
Killg, Blues on the Bayou (MCA) ... Manic Hispanic, The Recline 
ofMexican Civilization (Mercury) ... Johnny Mathis, Because You 
Loved Me (Colombia) ... Mighty Mighty Bosstones, Live From 
the Middle East (Mercury) "'..Pavarotti and Friends, For the Chil-
dren of Liberia (Polygram) ... Reel Big Fish, Why Do They Rock So 
Hard (Universal) ... The Royal Philharmonic, Material Girl: Plays 
the Music of Madonna (Music Club) ... Ringo Starr, VHI Story-
tellers (Mercury) ... Vanilla Ice; Hard to Swallow (Universal) ... 
.. :·an dates are tentative. 
Live Wires 
Wednesday, Oct. 21 
Blue Moon Boys 
@ The Swing Lounge 
Sunday, Oct. 25 
Motley Criie 
@ Taft Theatre 
and 
The Toasters, Slow Gherkin 
and The Skoidats 
@Bogart's 
Tuesday, Oct. 27 
Cherry Poppin' Daddies 
w/ Pietasters 
and Spring~Heeled Jack 
@Bogart's 
Wt;dnesday, Oi:t. 28 
GWAR 
w/ Hatebreed 
@Bogart's 
DIVERSIONS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
CONCERT REVIEW 
Roadrunner showcase 
destroys Annie's 
SEPULTURA, VISION OF DISORDER AND EARTH CRISIS BRING DOWN THE HOUSE 
··. . ,. . . ,. 
BY TODD PARKHURST 
Diversions Writer 
Last Monday night 
saw the beginning of the 
apocalypse which 
awaited us when 
Sepultura, Vision of Dis-
order and Earth Crisis 
wreaked havoc on 
Annie's Entertainment 
Center. 
merit to contradict this. 
Luckily for the few 
women in attendance,. 
· there was very little. 
time in between the first 
two bands for rioting to 
. ···breakout because Man-
hattan, NS. 's Vision of 
Disorder soon took the · 
stage. 
All three bands, which 
are now prominent mem-
bers of the thrash metal 
label, Road.runner 
Records, left their mark 
PHOTO COURTESY OF ROADRUNNER RECORDS 
On Monday, headliners Sepultura turned Annie's 
into a playground. 
Long-time friends of 
Earth Crisis, VOD also 
shares the. vegetarian, 
straight-edge politics. 
involved in Earth Crisis' 
lifestyle and music. 
on a more than willing rambunc-
tious crowd. 
The festivities began with Syra-
cuse, N.Y. 'sown hard core, straight-
edge (~rug and alcohol free) quin-
tet, Earth Crisis. 
Earth Crisis, who has made a 
name for themselves through con-
stant touring and political activism, 
is no stranger to Cincinnati and re-
PHOTO COURTESY OF ROADRUNNER 
· Earth Crisis 
ceived a warm welcome from the 
crowd. 
They stirred up the crowd quite 
thoroughly (who had been waiting 
anxiously because of Annie's re-
fusal to advertise start times) with 
a good mix of tracks from their 
Roadrunner debut, Breed the Kill-
ers, and 1996's Gommorah's Sea-
son Ends on Victory Records. 
Lead vocalist Karl Buechner's 
shrill, screaming vocals over the 
band's incredibly heavy groove 
caused quite a ruckus in the tiny 
club, even among those unfamiliar 
with their recordings.· 
It was at thjs point I noticed (just 
as I expected) how male-oriented 
the crow~ really was,,(:::.::: .. : .. :;" 
There were approximately fewer 
women in the audience than I have 
fingers - supporting my theory 
. that hard core has been, and always . 
will be, only for guys, at least until 
there is a significant band or move-
BOOK REVIEW 
However, they seem to have sub-
stituted meat, drugs and alcohol for 
violence (or at least their fans have), 
which continues to explain why the 
crowd is always so testosterone- ·· 
laden. 
VOD's 30-minute, grueling and. 
aggressive set contained more 
fights than songs and resulted in the 
See ROUGH; page 14 
PHOTO COURTEsY OF ROADRUNNER 
Vision of Disorder ·· 
~J~ Crew~': trendy. with a twist 
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
Diversions Editor 
A wise man once said, "Don't 
get mad; get' even." A clever man 
turned this proverb into a publish-
ing deal. 
Justin Racz, a 1997 graduate of 
Middlebury College, was denied a 
job copy editing for the J. Crew 
catalogue because of a botched in-
terview. 
"I want to be a copy writer," 
Racz told his interviewer. "Won-
derful," she replied. "So what's 
another color for red?" "Blood," 
Racz answered, much to the disgust 
of the woman, who promptly ended 
the interview. 
Instead of sulking and remain~ 
ing unemployed, Racz turned his 
professional faux pas into a literary 
parody, J. Crewd. 
J. Crewd mocks many of its 
counterpart's classics, such as the 
Rollneck sweater, the Barn Jacket 
and The Glove. Alternatively, it 
offers the Railhead s~eater (recom-
mended by four out of five ugly 
people and available in two shades 
- triste and jaded), the Field Jacket 
(made out of hay and complete with 
oat buttons) and The Finger (r¢c-
ommended by four out of five taxi 
drivers because all fingers are cut 
away, save the particularly mean-
ingful one - comes in such fash-
ionable hues as park ave., crips, 
drive-by berry and body bag). 
This mock-catalogue also pro-
vides some morbid laughs with the 
TK (that's Ted Kaczynski, as op-
posed to Calvin Klein) Unabomber 
Jacket and the black Versasuit(good 
for wakes, weddings, office wear, 
dinner wear, after theater and apres-
ski). 
J. Cloning allows customers to 
order the son or daughter they've 
always wanted, choosing from 13 
different prototypes, including The 
Timmy (described. as "robust, 
gay"), The Stevie. ("athletic, Mr. 
Hust!~"), The Ju.lie ("spunky, 
ADD") and The Jeany (orrsale be-
cause she has only 20 of 23 chro-
mosomes). 
Locker room humor. finds a 
home in J. Crewd as we!L The "In~ 
ti mates" section· of the catalogue 
features a variety of condoms, from 
''circumcised cut" to ''Greek Sheik" 
(complete with your sorority or fra-· 
ternity letters stamped on the side). 
One of my personal favorites is 
the Beater with Sauce. This pre-
stained A-line undershirt will be a 
favorite with rednecks and crime 
goons everywhere. Your choice of 
marinara, clam or hot wings sauce 
stain available. 
J. Crozac is the latest in designer 
drugs and supposedly the reason 
why all the J. Crewd models look 
so happy. 
For those on a budget, J: Crewd 
also presents a clearance section full 
of threads so ugly, they sometimes 
give them away (see the Hot Pants). 
Page for page, J. Crewd is a hi-
larious parody that is sure to make 
even the tightest yuppie laugh their 
suspenders off. Although much of 
the humor is low brow and often a 
little demented, it's funny nonethe-
less. 
This is a perfect conversation 
piece for the sarcastic house's cof-
. fee table; it's also sure to make a 
great gift for that trendy, preppy J. 
Crew junkie on your Christmas list. 
J .. Crewd: A Parody is available 
now from Doubleday Books. The 
cost is $11.95. 
Racz next book, a parody on 
Beanie Babies, is due out in May 
1999. 
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DIVERSIONS FEATURE 
'It don't mean a thing, all you gotta do is swing' 
BY JONATHAN MOSKO 
Assistant Diversions Editor 
. Unless you've been living in a 
cave or some similarly cultureless 
place (like some other universities 
in Cincinnati, for instance), you 
may have noticed a strange phe-
nomenon taking place on college 
campuses and in major cities across· 
America; Trumpets, saxophones, 
pianos and guitars are blending to-
gether to create an infectious and 
familiar sound style - the sound 
of swing. 
Where did all this come from, 
you ask? It's time for a little his-
tory lesson - take notes, you may 
be tested on t!1is later. 
The roots of swing music can be 
traced back to the roaring '20s when 
swing pioneer Louie Armstrong 
performed with Fletcher 
Henderson's Orchestra. 
However, swing really took off 
with Benny Goodman, "the King of 
Swing" and his orches_tra in 1935. 
Swing was immensely popular 
for Depression-era Americans, 
owning the radio .. waves until the 
closing of WWII. 
However, as the boys returned 
home from Europe and Japan, 
Americans began to embrace a new 
kind of music, rock 'n' roll, a.nd it 
seemed that swing's 15 minutes ()f 
fame were up. 
.Not so fast, comes the chorus of 
voices from Jersey to L.A. 
Swing music. has been mounting 
a comeback·for;·some:Years··riow; 
Goo Goo Dolls 
Dizzy up the Girl 
(Warner Bros.). 
"So why don't you slide I Yeah 
we're gonna let it slide" could be 
misunderstood as a plea by the Goo. 
Goo Dolls for all of us to forget 
about the inconsistency of their first 
album. 
The plea has meritin.that these 
lines, from the chorus of "Slide," 
just exude the maturity the Dolls 
have gained with this track and au 
the tracks of their new album, Dizzy 
up the Girl. 
Most of you might be sick of 
. "Iris" due to radio's obsession with 
the song and the City of Angels 
Soundtrack, but don't let the radio 
retardation result in your missing · 
one of the greatest albums released 
.this year. 
The harmony of the tracks is 
unbelievable, and with John 
Rzeznik's scratchy and inspiring 
voice, the Dolls have figured out the 
right combination for true great-
ness. 
"Broadway," the third track be-
gins with a musical interlude that 
would make even Al Gore want to 
and is very popular on the college 
circuit- appealing to many people 
who are too young to remember the 
glory days of swing. 
New bands like Big Bad Voodoo 
Daddy, the Squirrel Nut Zippers and 
countless others have found a gold 
mine in old-school swing music, 
and have acquainted a whole new 
generation to the swing culture of 
Zoot suits, wingtip shoes and swing 
dancing. 
Many music fans, bored and dis-
illusioned with the cookie-cutter 
music polluting the Top 40 air-
waves, have turned to the vibrance 
and energy of modern day swing. 
Contributing to its revival, 
Scotty Morris (frontman of the 
modern swing band Big Bad Voo-
doo Daddy), in an interview with 
the Washington Post, offered his ex-
planation for the swing revival in 
America today. 
"It's almost a rebellion against 
what has been going on in the past, 
like grunge and techno ... big band 
and swing music is music played 
by people for people. The music is 
made for you to dance to, to feel 
something by." 
Along with the resurrectio_n of 
swing music came the resurrection 
of swing dancing, with old-timers 
and youngsters alike crowding the 
dance floors of swing clubs. 
. But they're riot exactly "getting 
jiggy with it" or "bumping and 
grinding." Instead, they're breath-
ing new life into dance styles like 
the Lindy Hop, the Suzy-Q; the Jiti. 
get up and start singing. (Must be 
one hell of a song to do that, huh?) 
The interlude superbly combines 
the drums of Mike Malinin with a 
heart-pounding bass. Just when 
they have you in musical heaven, 
Rzeznik starts in with vocals caus-
ing you to shiver with emotion. 
This track certainly is the best 
of the album and although it has not 
hit the radio waves yet, it will be a 
hit when it does. 
Let's just hope the radio-obses-
sive music industry will show rev-
erence and keep this song's unique-
ness its most precious trait. 
The strength of Dizzy up the Girl 
lies in the consistency of quality in 
each and every track. This consis-
tency in the album shocked me be-
causel was prepared to hear one or 
two hits and.then be utterly disap-
pointed with the remaining tracks, 
just as I had been with Dolls' debut 
album A Boy Named Goo. 
Some of the best of the best on 
the album include "Acoustic No. 
3," "All Eyes on Me" and the afore-
mentioned "Slide." 
The only complaints I have 
about the album are the brief peri-
ods where the Dolls lapse back to 
their younger days of inconsistency 
and headaches. · 
Overall, the mix of the album is 
masterful and Dizzy up the Girl is 
extremely consistent in its tracks 
and its greatness. 
Don't let this album "slide" past 
your musical ear because it truly is 
one of the greatest of the year .. 
__:_Matt Madges, 
Asst. Sports Editor 
.terbug and 
Trucking, show-
ing a style and 
grace thathasn 't 
been seen on the 
dance floors of 
this country in a 
generation. 
According to 
Richard · Fenno, 
in an interview 
on the website of 
Atlanta radio sta-
tion WNNX-
FM, this resur-
gence of swing 
music and danc-
ing is no surprise 
PHOTO COURTESY OF EMl-CAPITOL ENTERTAINMENT · to him. Fenno is 
a saxophone 
player and swing 
arranger who 
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy is just one of the many bands contributing to the 
comeback of big band swing music. 
performed with the Glen Miller Or-
chestra in the '70s. 
"I've always thought that the 
truth would prevail ... young people 
now are dressing like the '50s, 
dancing like the '40s, and listening 
to the music style of the '30s. What 
could be better for them than span-
ning the generations?" 
And swing isn't just a West 
Coast phenomenon, either. Nine-
ties swing acts are popping up all 
over the country, from The Crescent 
City Maulers in New Jersey to 
Hipster Daddy-0 and ·the 
Handgrenades, who emerged from 
the Arizona swing circuit. 
Fort1;1nately for_ swing I.overs. in 
the ·Queen City;·· ther~ are several 
IN YOUR EAR 
Second Coming 
Second Coming 
(Capitol Records) 
The Bible portrays the Second 
Coming as a very big deal. Trum-
pets, fire, disasters and the like will 
definitely get everyone's attention. 
However, I'm afraid the earthly 
band Second Coming is a little off 
the mark with a disappointing self-
titled album. 
Second Coming is far from at-
tention~grabbing, and only slightly 
less unpleasant than the apocalypse. 
The blaring guitars get a little old 
after the second or third song, and 
by the time the band comes up with 
. a 'slow' song, it's too late to apolo-
gize. 
In addition, the song writing 
leaves much to be desired, From 
the oddly titled "Electric Head," we 
get this: "Electric head I dizzy and 
red I I think I'm on but then I'm 
stupid again I I wish I could keep 
that style I Such a perfect style I 
Then maybe chicks will dig me 
again." 
Sometimes it seems Second 
Coming overdoes it a bit. For ex-
ample, track five, "Travisty" [sic], 
swinging spots. for fanatics to fre-
quent, like the 20th Century Club 
in Oakley Square, the Coney Moon-
light Pavilion in Coney Island and 
the Swing Lounge, located upstairs 
from the Main Street Brewery in 
Over the Rhine. 
In addition, Xavier University 
has its very own Swing Society, 
which experienced a revival of its 
own when it was restarted by a 
group of freshmen last year. 
Sophomore Tricia Giessler, one 
of the board members of the XU 
Swing Society, told The Newswire 
there has been an enthusiastic re-
. sponse from the student body. 
"At club day, we had over 200 
people sign up, and about 80 people 
is meant to be a reflection on a bro-
ken home and a bad childhood, but 
the lyrics are too harsh for some lis-
teners to feel sympathy. " ... Now 
that I'm grown up I Now that I'm a 
man I I announce the death of fam-
ily I In my future plans I Wish they 
never lived I Wish I never was I A 
travisty." 
A travesty may be a little strong 
of a word to apply to Second Com-
ing, but their latest effort is unsat-
isfying at best. 
So, if you want some powerful 
songs with cryptic lyrics, I suggest 
you go with Alice in Chains. 
- Jonathan Mosko, 
Asst. Diversions Editor 
Chris 
Chris Isaak 
Speak of the Devil 
(Reprise) 
I have to confess, ever since I 
saw the video for Chris Isaak's 
breakthrough single "Wicked 
Game," I've found him irrestistably 
sexy. The pouty lips, brooding lyr-
ics and lonesome tone in his voice 
-swoon. 
However, Isaak's not just for 
faint-hearted females. Everyone 
came to our first meeting," she said. 
When asked why she thought 
swing had become so popular, es-
pecially on college campuses, she 
responded, "It's really free dance. 
Once you learn the basics you can 
go wherever you want. There are 
all kinds of variations ... you can 
personalize your own kind of danc-
ing." 
These days, fads come and go 
(remember break dancing?), but it 
is quite possible that swing may be 
here to stay. 
On the Big Bad Voodoo Daddy 
web page, Morris maintains swing 
has the power to survive. 
"Everyone digs this music. This 
music .is timeless." 
can dig his mellow, country-tinged 
pop. 
On his new release, Speak of the 
Devil, Isaak delivers another fine 
set of tunes to play when you're 
cooking, relaxing or getting ready 
to go out. 
Out of the album's fourteen 
tracks, there are several standouts. 
The title track captures that stab-
bing feeling he gets when trying to 
forget about her, but people keep 
mentioning her name. 
In "Flying," when Isaak sings "If 
I ever see that girl again I'm gonna 
tell her that I love her I If I ever see 
that girl again there'll never be an-
other," the plaintive wail and un-
abashedly romantic lyrics make for 
sheer beauty. 
"Like the Way She Moves" has 
a smooth, seductive groove, with 
slow, sensual verses building up to 
a raucous refrain of "I like the way 
you move me I I like the way you 
bring it to me," and then bringing it 
back down to earth with a honky-
tonky "knew right from the start it 
would be fine." 
He knows the strength of his 
music lies in the ability of his voice 
to convey the high he gets from 
love, as well as the heartbreak it can 
bring, and he wisely uses his band 
to accentuate it. The twangy guitar 
highlights the lonesome pleading of 
"Please," and the simple, gentle per-
cussions move along "Talkin' 'bout 
a Home," a funky little ballad with 
rather persuasive lyrics. "I'm not 
talkin' 'bout' a one night stand," he 
implores, "I wanna be your man." 
I'm convinced. 
- Claudia Smyczek, 
Diversions Writer 
,"' ~.., .. . 
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You can't teach an old 
'Tuna' new tricks 
BY AARON BREFORD 
Diversions Writer 
I've had some great tuna salad 
in my day. I've had tuna salad with 
mayonnaise, relish, celery, eggs and 
even grapes. But after you strip 
away the subtle differences, it's all 
basically the same. 
That is how I felt after seeing 
"Red, White and Tuna" at the Taft 
Theatre. A few of the jokes 
changed, but this is essentially the 
same play released in.the mid 1980s 
entitled, "Greater Tuna." 
"Red, White and Tuna" is the 
third play in the Tuna trilogy. All 
of the plays are set in Tuna, Texas, 
the third smallest town in the Lone 
Star State. 
Like its predecessors, this play 
follows the lives of several citizens 
of Tuna. In this episode, we find 
the town up-in-arms as three promi-
nent women run for Reunion 
Queen. 
The charm of each of the plays 
in the Tuna series comes from the 
design of the play itself:· There are 
22 characters in the play performed 
by only two actors. In this produc-
tion, Joe Sears and Jaston Williams, 
along with Ed Howard, who 
authored each of the plays, tackle 
the task. 
It is without question an excit-
ing theatrical experience to se~ the 
playwrights enact the characters 
they created. 
The audience responded enthu-
siastically to the bawdy, politically 
incorrect humor. The comedy is 
sort of a combination of Bill Maher 
and Jeff Foxworthy. Sears' and 
Williams' chemistry on stage is 
fabulous and their timing is flaw-
. less. (It ought to be since they've 
both done little else for the past 15 
years.) 
If you've not seen any of the 
"Tuna" plays, this particular one is 
a must. The representational sets 
and mimed props leave all of the 
pressure on the distinct character-
izations of the actors. 
If, however, you've seen 
"Greater Tuna" and "A Tuna Christ-
mas," save your money because, as 
the old saying goes, "If you've seen 
one, you've seen them all." 
m nf!!1Jb!!~ok~.'!.~~ 
Have you: 
thought•. 
CAREER: 
yet?: 
Fifth Third has. In fact, we 
have a wide range of 
Management Development 
Programs designed to help 
you build a rewarding, 
lon~-lasting career with the 
nation's leading financial 
institution. 
Why should.you choose Fifth 
Third Bank for your career? 
Here are a few of the many 
reasons: 
• Unlimited growth potential 
• Aggressive Profit Sharing 
• Health, Dental, Vision and 
Life Insurance • Stock 
Purchase Plan • 401 (k) 
savings plan • Paid holidays 
and vacations • Educational 
assistance plan 
Meet with our recruiters and 
find out more about these 
challengin~ and rewarding 
opportunities: 
Interview Sessions 
at Career Services: 
Mon., Oct. 26th for: 
• Operations. 
Associates 
• MPS Associates 
Tues., Oct. 27th for: 
• Commercial 
Associates 
• Systems Analysts 
• Accounting 
Associates 
Call 745-3141 for 
information. 
Fifth Third Bank, 
Human Resources Dept., 
38 Fountain Square 
Plaza, Cincinnati, OH 
45263, Fax (513) 
744-8621. 
We are an equal opportunity 
employer. 
Visit our web site at 
www.53.com 
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"The Way Swing Was Meant to Be" 
3 Group Lessons! 
Wed - Jefferson Hall-Main St. 
Sat - Ward Six Restaurant 
Sat - Bourbon Street (FREE!) 
8:30 pni 
3:30 pm 
8:30 pm 
Private Lessons - ~wing Parties 
Join the Fastest Growing Swing Group in Town 
featured in the Cincinnati Enquirer. 
Ask about your XU Discount! 
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Rough: Show. escapes rioting 
continued from page 12 Hailing from Brazil, these thrash many fans who had probably not 
assault of a Cincinnati police officer metal veterans made their first ap- heard them previously. 
who stepped onto the main floor to pearance in Cincinnati with new Thes.e songs were overshad-
break up a scuffle. lead vocalist Derrick Green, who owed, however, by Green's take 
Vision of Disorder has also simply overwhelmed the crowd. (which was pretty impressive con-
P'.ayed Cincinnati numerous times Green, formerly of New York's sidering the shoes he had to fill) on 
with the likes of Downset and the Overfiend, is the only American- some of Sepultura's classic tracks. 
briefly reunited SOD, each appear- born member of Sepultura. He re- Cfrcle pits instantly formed dur-
ance rougher than the previous one. placed Max Cavalara, founding ing the band's metal crowd-pleasers 
This time was . such as "Refuse/ 
no different. r.~:::;;:;;;::;;::;;:;:;::;;;;:;::;;;;1 Re.sist," "Terri-~;r:::id~) 1::Imm::t1 ~JM;:r~~i 
from the new Roots" from the 
album, Im- '96 Roots release. 
print, with a few tracks such as "El-
ement" and the riot-inciting set-
closer, "Through My Eyes" (from 
their self-titled debut album) 
thrown into the mix. 
The energy was incredible, as . 
usual, but· the performance was 
sloppy; some songs became indis-
tinguishable from others even for a 
fan such as myself, who is familiar 
with their work. 
Last, but certainly not least, was 
the headliner, Sepultura, who 
seemed to make VOD's perfor-
mance even less important. 
member and brother of drummer 
Igor Cavalera, iri 1996 to record the 
· band's newest release, Against. 
Cavalera has since formed the 
band Soulfly and seems to have 
taken Sepultura's once large fan 
base with him. 
This did not stop Green from 
giving it his all. The band turned 
Annie's into a jungle gym, with fans 
hanging from the rafters and con-
stant crowd surfing. 
The majority of the set was dedi-
cated to new tracks from Against, 
which gained a great response from 
Sepultura, with a new image and 
voice, has once again proven why 
.it has maintained.its stay as one of 
metal's most prominent bands. 
Trends come and go but there is al-
ways Sepultura: 
Their music and their live show 
has kept all of its integrity and re-
fused to compromise in a musical 
world which is always changing. 
This show was not for the weak, 
but if you missed it here and think 
you can handle it, be sure to catch 
some of the devastation they will 
cause during the 1999 U;S. tour. 
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Harder news. More issues. Better than ever. 
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Climb every 
mountain. 
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Co.nquer the!: LSAT. 
It doesn't matter how lofty your dreams are. If you want to go 
· to a top law school, you better ace the LSAT, No one can 
prepare you better than Kaplan.'Wi.th 60 yeara of proven success 
getting students into the law schools of their choice, we're the 
#1 riame In test prep. Classes are filling up fast, so call tod!'IY· 
CALL1·800 
.KAP·TEST d@frll• www.kaplan~com 
. ·world Leader in Test Prep · 
Fo.r 
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better or worse ••• 
·or else. 
By Henrik Ibsen 
October 20- November 20 
. . . 
Henrik Ibsen's controversial, timeless classic of marital deceit 
and discovery. The explosive questions raised by Ibsen in 
1879 still have the power to enthrall, engage and excite. 
. . . ' 
Sponsored by Hewitt Associates & Greater Cincinnati Volvo Dealers 
Go Wild.· 
421-3888 
·www.clncyplay.com 
·-'.' 
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Great Theatr.e in a Great Theater. 
Season Presented by Heide/bergDistrib11ting Co. and The Otto M. Budig Family Fo11ndation 
.. 'No performance October 26. Limit two tickets per person. Not valid for A Section seating or. with any other discounts .. 
Subject to availability. Student rush tickets available fQr all performances 15 minutes prior to showtime for just 512. · 
Offer valid for A DoWs House performances only. Must present valid college_identification for discount. 
~ 
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Kinko's has everything 
you need to ~-ake th~ gradeo 
Rely on Kinko's wide selection of products and services not only to help yo·u make the · 
grade, but get the grade you deserve. Add the finishing touches to your project by 
taking advantage of these great offers. Ki_nko's is here to help make you,r Life easier. 
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, . . . . . . . ·.. .. : I . . . . . , . ~· . . . 
"'199B Kinko's, Inc. AU r~hts reserved. Kinko's is a registered trademark of Kinko's Ventures, Inc. and is used by permission. Kinko's _requires written permission from the copyright. holder in order to rep~uc~ any copyrighted work • 
. Fill .. voU'ftttsst•l . . .... ·., 
. DO YOU FEELRUN J>OWN?·· 
c ,. • • 
·LET SMOOTHIE KING.HELP! 
Come by to see us and ha~e one of our smoothies. Smoothie King 
smoothies are low-fat, nutritious drinks ma_de with real fruit. Our 
. smoothies are great if you are feeling tired, run-down, ·or a little 
weary. 
You will also find a complete selection of vitamins, supplements, 
· sports nutrition products, low-fat snacks at1d much more. 
So when you 're interested in fitness and nutrition,. check out your 
··new Smoothie King. What you eat can help you look and feel 
better. And it's_ all here.for you at Smoothie King! 
r-------------~------------~ I I . 
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I 
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2.for 1 
SMOOmIE 
·, Of Equal or Less Value_ 
· Good •t parddpat.lng locations only. Some nsbicdons may apply. 
Nol valid with any other olTer. One coupon per customer per vblL 
" Good at: Ctnclnnad OITor txpi...S: 11/Jl/98 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, I 
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~~--------~----------------~ 
Smoothi~ King 
3880M ·J.>~xton A venue 
Hyde Park Pla.Za· · 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
513~321;.3024 
)· 
I•. 
. ,'/ 
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October 21 
. Fazil Say willb~ playing ch1s-
sical piano as part of the Xavier. 
' music series at 2:30 p~ni. in the 
Unive~sity Cent~r Theatre. 
Happy thoughts occur at"Inter-
national Coffee Hour. Join in die 
happiness, meet some people and 
learn something new in the Writ-
ing Center (Alter B-12) at 3:30 
. . . . . . 
Motley C~iie is at ·-the Taft 
Theatre at 8 p.m. This is a no-
To place an item .in the calendar, call 745:-3122 or send it ca~pus mail to ML 2 t29. 
.. tice for those members of the. 
' p.m. 
An informational meeting on 
theme housing is at 9:30 p.m. in 
the Regis Room. If you are think-
ing about_ housing for the 1999-
2000 academic year, will be jun-
ior or senior status during that year 
and are presently living on cam-
pus, you qualify. Try Jiving with 
someone different every year. It 
will add excitement to your life, 
and you can meet a Jot of people, 
or maybe your roommates would 
meet a Jot of people. 
Flu shots are available at 
Health and Counseling (remember 
that mile walk, uphill both ways). 
Even if you at"en 't sick, start walk- · 
ing up there and you will be by 
the time you get there, or more 
sick when you leave. Whatever 
the case, try to get your flu shot 
before you get the flu. It seems 
to be more effective that way for 
some reason. 
Why not just go to a· haunted 
house? Find someone from Cin-
cinnati who knows where the good 
. ones are (that means the sc'ariest ' 
one) and go freak yourself out a 
little. Don't forget to get a good 
night's sleep for that test tomor:-
row; 
11: llJ if j IJf\'I 
October '22 
Whipped· ginger potatoes are 
being served in Schott Dining 
Hall. 
HELP WANTED 
The Spanish Club is playing 
"Like· Water for Chocolate" at 
_ 7 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. 
The movie is in Spanish with En-
glish subtitles. What this is say~ 
ing is that if you don't understand 
Spanish or.can't read English then 
you should not attend this event, · 
unless you can. follbw a movie 
without knowing what the hell 
anyone is saying. And if you are . 
opting for that, there will be NO 
talking during the mo\.'.ie. · 
NBC's Must See TV is hot this 
season with Monica and Chandler 
sneaking' around. Will they get 
caught? 
The annual DatingAuction is 
at 8 p.m. in the Cafe, The high~ 
. est bidders for each date (and the . 
date) will continue the night with 
. dinner at the Montgomery Inn 
Boathouse. It's not being desper-. 
ate, ifs donating money to a good.· 
. caijse and getting a free dinner out .. 
of it (even though you are spend-
ing more than the ,dfoner costs). 
And if you are lucky; your date 
will pick up the bar tab.·. [)on't 
. make a habit of gettting dates this 
way. 
Since everyone on campus 
cares, the Neville Brothers are 
playing i;it the Music Hall at 8. 
p.m •. 
It's Thursday. Guess what'that 
means? It's the weekend (for 
some of us). Gu.ess what that 
means? Jt you don't know by now, 
you spend. too _much time in the 
library until closing. Try closing 
something else tonight. 
October 23 
X-Experience Day is bringing 
potential freshmen who need to be 
corrupted. Seniors, you have per-
mission to corrupt now since you 
won't be here next year, we hope. 
Join SAC and friends at the 
. dinner theater. Buses are loading 
up at 4:45 p;m, to take You to din-
ner arid the production of "West 
Side Story." All for $15. TiCkets 
·are still available and on sale until 
sold out or the- bus leaves,' which-
ever comes first. 
. The opening reception for Lisa ' 
Discepoli ·Line. and :francis T • 
Patnaude, Jr. is at 6 p.m; in the 
Xavier Art Gallery at the Cohen 
center. Line wm be showing 
paintings expressing:her faith and 
Patnaude is showing a collection 
of ~oliages. · . · · · - · · -
.The women's soccer team is 
. - ' . 
playing at.7 p.m. agitinst Virginia 
Tech on the soccer fiel~L S~pport 
our athletes. 
. ... ,. _, 
-'1 • 
The department of music pre-
sents an Instrumental En-
Stf01ble,s C~ncert iit 7:30;p.m. in 
~epniver~_ityCenter Th~11t~e. · · 
Ootta Jove a party with a band. 
Gotta hate a party with undercla$S-
.men guests who don't know the 
hosts; If you don't know them, 
don't go and Jet the .rest have some 
dancing room. Young people 
should have their own party; 
· 1{J!l ill1.J 11r\'I 
October 24 · 
Community Action Day is full 
of servic~ projects in focal areas. 
To partak~. ineet in front of the · · 
University Ceriter at 9 a:m •. Free 
T-shirts, breakfast and lunch~ · 
Shuttles will transport you from 
. place to place so you can get the 
·most out of this day. · _ . 
Cinergy Children's Museum 
opens at.the Cincinnati Museum 
Center. 
. Black Student' Association is · 
havi~g a Halloween.Party. 
Split~Habit. is playing. at Top' 
Cat's around 10 p.m. Support this 
Chicago band who has been _seen · 
at a few Xavier off-campus par-
ties. · · · 
Ocio ber 25 
.· One in eight women is af-
fected by, breast cancer. That is 
someone you know, unless you 
don~t know eight women, in. 
whic.h case you need to get out 
m9re,. Anyw~y. l}_elp '~~P.IlQrt this 
important cause by taking part in 
"Making. Strides Against 
Breast Cancer,'; a five-mile 
walk through Northern Ken-
tucky and Greater Cincinnati to 
benefit the American Cancer So-
ciety. Meet at Sawyer Point at · 
9 a.m. for registration. It may 
heip you, or someone you love. 
Xavier community who are open 
to all -types of music, good and 
bad. 
Don't forgeuo set your clocks 
. back and get that extra hour of 
sleep (cuz you have been out all 
weekend); orthat extra hour of 
studying for that Monday test. · 
(What's up with profs when they · 
schedule those tests?) 
. Octob~r 26 
·' The Theology Club !s having 
three Xavier stude~ts share their 
. experience of solidarity, commu-
. nity and hope as they prepare for. 
· the Jubilee -2000 at 3 p.m. in the 
·Regis Room. Refreshments will 
be provided, 
21· 
.. Student/Alumni Career Net-
working is from· 6-8 p.m. (open 
house). in the Terrace Room. 
.This. is an opportunity for_ net~ 
working, career exploration, so~ 
cializing and eating._: Maybe you 
· can land yourselh job.· .. This is · 
not just for busfness major&, vari-
. · ous majors wiH ~be represented 
through.several conne~tions. 
Cherry Poppin' Daddies is . 
· playing at 8 p.ril •. at Bogart's. 
Perfect place to show off those hot 
swing dancing moves you learned 
at Manresa and only .. use when 
· you are intoxicated (if you are 
over 21 years of age, of course). 
FOR RENT' 
STUDENT ADVISER • Looking for a representative 
to promote GTE Wireless at 
special events & promotions in 
Cincinnati & Northern Kentucky 
area. Need to be available to 
work some evenings & week-
ends. Approximately 20 hours 
per week. Call Kristi (513) 886-
0080. 
HELP WANTED' 
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY-
MENT - Work. in America's · 
National Parks, forests & wild-
life preserves. Competitive 
wages + bonuses! Ask us how! 
Call Outdoor Employment Re-
sources: 517-336-4291 Ext. 
N55641. 
HELP WANTED 
Landscaping: Dan Druffel, 
Inc., an award-winning land-
scape firm, located in Walnut 
Hiiis, is seeking motivated, qual-
ity conscious people. Full-time 
p9sitions, top pay, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunities. Ref-
erences requested. Call 241-
9778 M-F 1 o a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
HELP WANTED 
ABSOLUTE . SPRING 
Classifieds a.re 25 cents per 
word with a $5 minimum~ To 
place your classified, call the .. 
advertising ·manager at. 
745~3561. 
KAPLAN Educatio.nal Cen- · 
ters seeks an energetic part-
timerto. handle customer ser-
vice & office work in our fast-
paced Cincinnati Center. If you 
like to be busy, you'll love this, 
job! Flexible hours. Casual 
dress code. Enthusiastic candi-
dates please fax resume to 513-
. 458-5090, attention JC·XU . 
EOE M/F. 
. . Newly remodeled house for 
rent in Norwood. Reasonable. 
Utiiities paid. Separate en~ 
trances. $300/n:ionth. Call 797· 
7433. 
SPEEDING TICKET? 
How tc;> beat it! $3 + sase to 
JOB, PO Box 361463, Cleve-
. land, OH 44136 or call 440-954-
. 4541. 
-f.tELP WANTED 
FREE CD HOLDERS, T-
. SHIRTS, PREPAID PHONE 
NANNY NEEDED 
. Professional couple seeking 
full/part-time nanny in Mason.-
Ages 3 months & 20 months. · 
Must have own trarisportatior:i. 
. Flexible. day-timEi hours. Com-
petitive salary & paid hoJidays. 
Call 398-7122. 
WORK FOR THE BEST! 
Brighton Gardens by 
Marriott. Full & part-time posi-
tions available: cooks, servers 
& utility, Great pay ... great ben-
efits .... great company! Apply in 
person at 4650 East Galbraith 
Rd. or call 792-9697. 
LIFETIME REMINDER 
SERVICE, NOTHING LASTS 
FOREVER ••• WRONGlll CALL 
_440-954-4541. . 
BREAK ... "TAKE 2" 2 FREE 
TRIPS ON .ONLY 15 SALES 
and ... Earn $$$$. Jamaica; 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Pa-
dre! Lowest Prices! Free Meals,· 
Parties & Drinks. **Limited Of-
fer.** 1-800-426-771 O/ 
www.sunsplashtours.com. 
RN/LPN 
Immediate 12 hour shifts, 7 
p.m.-7 a.m., in long-term care 
center. Should have strong 
leadership ability, good assess-
ment and communication skills; 
Good benefits. Located in beau-
. tiful residential area of Milford. 
Call 248•1270 for appointment. 
HELP WANTED· 
SPRING BREAK. 
PL:AN N.OW! Cancun, Ja-
maica, Mazatlan, & S. padre. 
Early bird savings until Oct. 3.1. 
America'!? -best prices & pack-· 
ages. Camp'us sales rep;> 
wanted. Earn free trips + cash. 
1-800-SURFg-UP 
www.studentexpress.com; 
MANAGERS/TELLERS 
WANTED! 
Buckeye Check Cashing. 
Immediate openings at several 
downtown locations: We offer 
EXCELLENT EARNINGS, 
BENEFITS PACKAGE and AD-
VANCEMENT. OPPORTUNI-
TIES. We pay for parking! Ap-
ply in person at: 658 Main St. 
Clntl. or call (513).929~155. 
PART-TIME CHILDCARE 
· Looking for after-school 
childcare, 3 p.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-
. Fri. Must have a car. Experience 
preferred. Call745~4889. 
BABYSITTER NEEDED 
PART-TIME. 
UC faculty member needs 
res'ponsible & dependable 
babysitter for 4-year-old son. 
Must have own trarisportation .. 
Hours are 3 p,m.-6 p~m, Mon.- . 
Fri. All 5 days preferable but will 
consider other possibilities. Ref~ 
. erences required. Please call 
558-2762. 
. $1250 FUNDRAISER 
. Credit Card furidraiser for 
student organizations. You've 
seen other groups doing it, now 
it's your turn. One week is all it 
takes. NO gimmicks, NO tricks, 
NO obligation. Call for informa- . 
tion today. 1-800-932-0528 x65. 
wWw.ocmconcepts.com 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS 
WANTED·' . 
.. You dine. We pay. Two years 
minimum professional restau-
rant experience a must Why not. 
enjoy a meal out on us? Call 
PDB Management Company 1-
888-656-7999. 
BABYSITTING 
After 12 p.m. Days flexible. 
·1-2 children, ages 4 & 8. Owr:i 
transportation. ·N.ear Kenwood 
Towne Cenfre. Call 984-9925'. 
HELP WANTED 
For servers & cooks. Flex-
ible hours. Mt. Lookout Cinema 
. Grill. Please _call 321-7999. 
INDEPENDENT LIVING CARDS. EARN $1,000 PART-
STAFF . TIME ON .CAMPUS. JUST 
Come join ·the LADD team · CALL 1 "800-932-0528 X64. 
assisting & _supporting adults 
· with developmental disabilities 
in 'transitioning to the commu- · 
nity & developing a higher level 
of independence. We offer an 
excellent work environment in-
. eluding· paid vacation & hoii-
days, medical coverage & ex-
tensive professional training. 
Full-time positions are available. 
Qualifications include: 
* Prefer some college and/. 
or relevant experience.- · 
* Valid dri.ver's license & 
good driving record. 
• Ability to work flexible 
hours (eves & wknds) · 
* Starting rate $7.75/hr. 
Comp13nsation based on educa-
tion & experience. . 
·. Please send· resume & let-
ter of interest to: . 
LADD, Inc: 
3603 Victory Parkway 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45229 
Attn: Jenn Nasca · 
, .PING PONG 
· The Cincinnati Table Tennis 
Club tias 8 tables available for 
players of all skill levels. Loca-
tion: Xavier Armory. Tues., 
Thurs. & Suri. 7 p.m.-11 p.m. $5/ 
$3 students. Call Mike Lecture 
· for mme info. 244-6008. 
HELP WANTED 
SPRINGBREAK Cancun, 
Florida, etc. Best hotels, parties, 
prices. Book early & save!! Earn 
money + free trips! Campus 
Reps/Organizations wanted. In- · 
tar-Campus P_rqgrams 17800-
327-.6013. www.icpt.com. 
HELP WANTED 
Spring Break '99- Sell trips, 
.earn cash & go free!!! ·STS is . 
now hiring campus reps. Low-
est- rates to Jamaica, Mexico & · . 
Florida. Call 800-648-4849 or 
. apply online at 
www.ststravel.com. 
I 
I 
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